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ABSTRACT
Methane (CH4) is the second most important anthropogenic greenhouse gas with
a significant impact on radiative forcing, tropospheric air quality, and stratospheric
water vapor. Because methane has a much shorter lifetime compared to carbon
dioxide (CO2), reduction in methane emission is deemed a key target for climate
mitigation strategies in upcoming decades. One crucial step in emission reduction is
determining the location and emission rate of localized methane sources. Remote-
sensing instruments using absorption spectroscopy have emerged as one promising
solution for measuring atmospheric CH4 concentration over large geographical ar-
eas. However, the identification and quantification of local point sources based on
the observed methane column enhancement distribution has proven challenging due
to uncertainties in the knowledge of local wind speed and retrieval errors arising
from surface spectral interferences and instrument noise. In this thesis, it is shown
how plume morphology based on a 2-D image of methane column enhancement can
be used to quantify the source emission rate directly without relying on any ancillary
data such as local wind speed measurements. Large eddies simulations (LES) are
utilized to create realistic synthetic plume observations under various atmospheric
conditions. Using this data, a deep learning model named MethaNet is trained to
predict emission rates directly from 2-Dmethane plume images. Themodel achieves
a level of performance for quantifying methane emission rates that is state-of-the-art
for a method that does not rely on wind speed information. Obtaining methane col-
umn measurements with low precision error and bias is a key step for separating real
plume enhancements from artefacts and enhancing the quantification performance.
Here an instrument tradeoff analysis is presented to assess the effect of changing
instrument specifications and retrieval parameters. It is shown how the retrieval
errors can be mitigated with optimal spectral resolutions and a larger polynomial
degree to approximate surface albedo variations in the retrieval process. The results
in this thesis contribute towards building an enhanced monitoring system that can
measure CH4 enhancement fields and determine methane sources accurately and
efficiently at scale.
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C h a p t e r 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation: Why Methane ?
Methane (CH4) is one of the most dominant anthropogenic greenhouse gases in the
Earth climate system. Since preindustrial time, atmospheric methane concentration
has nearly tripled to almost 1900 ppb (Dlugokencky, 2021; Saunois et al., 2020).
Its rising atmospheric concentration, coupled with its strong molecular absorption
of Earth’s emitted thermal infrared radiation, makes methane the second strongest
anthropogenic greenhouse gas overall, after carbon dioxide (CO2). In addition, CH4
enhances both tropospheric ozone and stratospheric water vapor, both of which
contribute to additional indirect radiative forcing. Because the atmospheric lifetime
of CH4 (≈9 years) is orders of magnitude smaller than that of CO2 (≈100–500
years), reduction in current CH4 emissions can lead to a decrease or stabilization
of its concentration in the atmosphere more rapidly, i.e. on decadal timescales.
CH4 is thus recognized as an effective target for reduction and mitigation strategies
to achieve short- and medium-term reductions of global warming (Montzka et al.,
2011a; Prather et al., 2012; Shindell et al., 2012).
Despite its well-appreciated significance, our understanding of the global and re-
gional CH4 budget remains uncertain due to inadequate knowledge in the quantifi-
cation of CH4 emissions from various source types (Houweling et al., 2017; Turner
et al., 2017). Discrepancies between the bottom-up and top-down approaches have
not been reconciled and the uncertainties in emissions can reach 40-60% at a re-
gional level (Saunois et al., 2016; Turner et al., 2019). These uncertainties in the
emission quantifications have led to ongoing debates regarding the cause of the
global methane trend, in which we saw a hiatus of methane concentration increase
between 2000 and 2007, followed again by a continuous rise since then (Figure 1.1).
Many studies have tried to attribute what could be the cause of this trend, but
no clear agreement has been reached (Bergamaschi et al., 2013; Bousquet et al.,
2011; Kort et al., 2016; Rigby et al., 2017; Turner et al., 2017). Regardless of the
ambiguity in the trend attribution, there is no disagreement regarding the fact that
methane concentrations currently exhibit a global continuous rise. Projections of
anthropogenic methane emissions suggested that significant reductions of methane
2
Figure 1.1: Globally-averaged, monthly mean atmospheric methane concentration
based onmeasurements from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA,Dlugokencky, 2021). The red line and circles are globally averagedmonthly
mean values centered on the middle of each month. The black line shows the long-
term trend.
emissions are integral to accomplish the 1.5−2 C◦ target of the Paris Agreement
(Collins et al., 2013; Nisbet et al., 2019). As CH4 reduction plays a significant role
in climate mitigation efforts, one crucial step in emission reduction is determining
the location and emission rate of methane sources, since we can only manage what
we measure. This is underpinned in the 2018 NASA Decadal Survey, which calls
out the identification and understanding of CH4 source emissions as one of the top
priorities in the efforts to improve future climate projections, and help lead the way
in emission reduction (Sciences and Medicine, 2018).
Because anthropogenic methane emission contributes to about 60% of total global
emission and is a direct consequence from human activities, anthropogenic sources
are most relevant targets in planning mitigation strategies. Fossil fuels account
for roughly 34% of the anthropogenic emission, agriculture and waste for 57%,
and biomass and biofuel burning for around 9% (Saunois et al., 2016). These
3
anthropogenic methane emission sources come in two broad categories as point
sources and diffusive sources based on the physical properties of surface features
from which methane is emitted. In this thesis, we are mostly concerned with
methane emissions from point sources since they are prevalent among some of
the most important emission sectors such as coal mining and oil and gas industry
(Brandt et al., 2014; Duren et al., 2019), and also common in emissions from
agriculture and landfill (Duren et al., 2019). As point sources are often well-defined
and local in nature, they represent a scenario where direct mitigation actions can
readily be taken after emissions such as leakage from faulty equipment are detected
and quantified. Improved measurement of localized CH4 point sources is integral
to implementing and prioritizing mitigation efforts in the most effective manner
since policy and remedy actions often take place at local scales. Furthermore,
identifying and quantifying CH4 point sources with reduced uncertainties would
permit demystifying the processes that affect CH4 concentration in the troposphere.
Not only will this aid the explanation of mechanisms driving current CH4 trends,
but it will also enhance future climate projection and modelling efforts of the global
carbon cycle and ecosystem.
1.2 Remote Sensing Observations
One approach to measure CH4 emission sources is using surface monitoring net-
works, which provide accurate and precise in-situ measurements of CH4. However,
they are sparse in coverage across large geographical areas andmostly representative
of large-scale background concentrations. Theymay not be available over areas with
significant emissions. Oil and gas facilities sites, for example, often have limited
access for measurements resulting in their emissions accounted for by inventories-
based approach that is likely underestimated and not real-time (Brandt et al., 2014;
Hsu et al., 2010; Kort et al., 2008). Remote-sensing instruments using absorption
spectroscopy have emerged as one promising solution for measuring atmospheric
CH4 concentration over large geographical areas. In the past decade, advance-
ments in the space-based CH4 retrieval techniques from satellite observations such
as the SCanning Imaging Absorption SpectroMeter for Atmospheric CHartogra-
phY (SCIAMACHY) and Greenhouse gases Observing SATellite (GOSAT) have
enabled a top-down constraint on global CH4 emissions (Frankenberg et al., 2005a;
Frankenberg et al., 2011; Kort and Frankenberg, 2014; Kuze et al., 2009). How-
ever, due to their coarse spatial resolutions (≈50 km), their measurements do not
distinguish magnitudes of different anthropogenic sources – information critical for
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accurately identifying the causes of changes in atmospheric CH4 concentration and
its consequences. The TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI) with a
spatial resolution of a few kilometers has been shown to be capable of identifying
regions of high emissions (Gouw et al., 2020; Hu et al., 2018), but the measurements
are not yet at a level where local sources can be identified and mitigated directly.
One potential solution to this scale gap is using an airborne instrument based on
the same techniques as in satellite remote sensing to quantify CH4 plumes, but
which has a much higher spatial resolution such as the next-generation Airborne
Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS-NG, Thorpe et al., 2017). This is
based on the insight that methane column enhancements at high spatial resolution
(a few meters) can be so high that the retrieval of the absorbing feature can be done
even with moderate spectral resolution (5−10 nm). Using absorption features of
CH4 in the short-wave infrared around 2.3 m, column integrated CH4 concentration
can be retrieved at a spatial resolution well below 5 m. This enables the generation
of 2-D methane column enhancement map, which is then used for the detection and
quantification of CH4 point sources. Previous studies have utilized this technique
for several field campaigns in California and the Four Corners regions, where a
total of more than 500 strong point sources have been detected (Duren et al., 2019;
Frankenberg et al., 2016). On a few occasions during those campaigns, emissions
from pipe leakages were detected. Once they were reported to their facilities,
these leakages were fixed and those emissions were no longer found on a follow-up
flight. This exemplifies a promising venue for effective direct methane mitigation.
However, there are two key bottlenecks that need to be overcome in order to apply this
concept towards building a global monitoring system to measure CH4 point sources
across the planet. The first bottleneck is that high uncertainties exist in quantifying
point source emission rates from the observed column enhancement in the source
vicinity. These uncertainties can be up to 100% for individual plumes, and are
mainly driven by uncertainties in wind speed data involved in the flux inversion
calculations (Duren et al., 2019). Systematic covariances in the flux inversion
biases across individual source estimates can also propagate to aggregated regional
estimates. Thus, we have to focus on bias-free flux inversions, realizing that certain
precision errors from individual plumes are unavoidable. Assuming, for instance,
a single wind speed from reanalysis data for a specific flight campaign date would
directly propagate into estimates of regional total fluxes since a potential wind-speed
bias would be identical for all individual plumes. Randomizing biases for single
plumes is thus a prerequisite to minimize biases for aggregated emissions estimates.
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The second bottleneck is that the identification of emission locations based on the
retrieved column enhancement distribution are confounded by the occurrences of
retrieval artefacts that often correlate with specific surface features. These artefacts
on the retrieved column enhancement map greatly impact the ability to identify and
quantify actual CH4 plumes. These two issues make it difficult for the detection
and quantification of local sources to be determined in an automated and accurate
manner.
In this thesis, we tackle these two most significant persisting problems, with the pri-
mary focus on developing novel methods that allow the detection and quantification
of CH4 point sources to be made accurately based on the 2-D retrieved CH4 column
enhancement field, which we refer to as plume images.
1.3 Thesis Outline
In regards to the aspect of quantifyingCH4 plumes, we first explored the relationship
between the source emission rate and the corresponding spatial distribution of
column enhancement under different atmospheric conditions. In Chapter 2, we
used large eddy simulations (LESs, Matheou and Bowman, 2016) to simulate the
plume dynamics at high spatial resolution (5m) with prescribed source rates under
various background wind speeds and typical surface latent and sensible heat fluxes.
The LES enables a realistic simulation of how methane concentrations from a point
source evolve in space and time. Using 3-D LESmodel output for each snapshot, we
simulated synthetic 2-D airborne measurements by applying respective instrument
averaging kernels. Based on these synthetic measurements, we show in this chapter
that the plume spatial distribution as observed in a 2-D CH4 column enhancement
image can be used to deduce the underlying wind speed. This deduced wind speed,
together with the integrated methane enhancement (IME) over the entire plume,
allows us to quantify the source emission rate directly from a plume image without
relying on any ancillary data such as local wind speed measurements. In Chapter 3,
we took a step further from Chapter 2 and built a customized deep learning model
based on convolutional neural networks (CNN) architecture to learn the mapping
between a given retrieved plume image and its emission rate. We applied it to a
large training dataset of methane plumes from LES output at various flux rates,
wind speeds, added realistic measurement noise, offsets, and rotations. We trained
our model, named MethaNet, to predict flux rates directly from 2-D methane plume
images. This is the first time that CNN has been used for a regression task to quantify
methane plume emission from 2-D high-resolution imagery. We demonstrated that
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MethaNet can achieve a level of performance for quantifying methane emission
rate that is a state-of-the-art achievement for a model that does not rely on wind
speed information. Our analyses in Chapter 3 suggested that plume images with low
and uncorrelated retrieval noise lead to enhanced model performance by enabling
the model to differentiate an actual plume from retrieval artefacts due to surface
biases and random noise. Chapter 4 deals with an instrument tradeoff analysis
to understand how precision error and bias in the retrieval of methane column
enhancement changes as a result of using different instrument spectral resolutions,
optical performance and detector exposure times by using a realistic instrument noise
model. In this chapter, we also formally analyzed the impact of spectrally complex
surface albedo features on retrievals using the Iterative Maximum A Posteriori-
Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (IMAP-DOAS) algorithm. We built
an end-to-end modelling framework that can simulate observed radiances from
reflected solar irradiance through a simulated CH4 plume over several natural and
man-made surfaces. Our analysis shows that complex surface features can alias
into retrieved methane abundances, explaining the existence of retrieval biases in
current airborne methane observations. We demonstrated how the impact from
surface interferences can be mitigated with higher spectral resolution and a larger
polynomial degree to approximate surface albedo variations. Chapter 5 provides
the overall conclusions of the thesis.
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C h a p t e r 2
TOWARDS ACCURATE METHANE POINT-SOURCE
QUANTIFICATION FROM HIGH-RESOLUTION 2-D PLUME
IMAGERY
Jongaramrungruang, S. et al. (2019). “Towards accurate methane point-source quan-
tification from high-resolution 2-D plume imagery”. In: Atmospheric Measure-
ment Techniques 12.12. issn: 18678548. doi: 10.5194/amt-12-6667-2019.
2.1 Abstract
Methane is the second most important anthropogenic greenhouse gas in the Earth
climate system, but emission quantification of localized point sources has proven
challenging, resulting in ambiguous regional budgets and source category distri-
butions. Although recent advancements in airborne remote sensing instruments
enable retrievals of methane enhancements at an unprecedented resolution of 1–5m
at regional scales, emission quantification of individual sources can be limited by
the lack of knowledge of local wind speed. Here, we developed an algorithm that
can estimate flux rates solely from mapped methane plumes, avoiding the need for
ancillary information on wind speed. The algorithm was trained on synthetic mea-
surements using large eddy simulations under a range of background wind speeds of
1–10m s−1 and source emission rates ranging from 10 to 1000 kg h−1. The surrogate
measurements mimic plume mapping performed by the next-generation Airborne
Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS-NG) and provide an ensemble of
2-D snapshots of column methane enhancements at 5m spatial resolution. We
make use of the integrated total methane enhancement in each plume, denoted as
integrated methane enhancement (IME), and investigate how this IME relates to the
actual methane flux rate. Our analysis shows that the IME corresponds to the flux
rate nonlinearly and is strongly dependent on the background wind speed over the
plume. We demonstrate that the plume width, defined based on the plume angular
distribution around its main axis, provides information on the associated background
wind speed. This allows us to invert source flux rate based solely on the IME and
the plume shape itself. On average, the error estimate based on randomly generated
plumes is approximately 30% for an individual estimate and less than 10% for
an aggregation of 30 plumes. A validation against a natural gas controlled-release
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experiment agrees to within 32%, supporting the basis for the applicability of this
technique to quantifying point sources over large geographical areas in airborne field
campaigns and future space-based observations.
2.2 Introduction
Methane is the second most important anthropogenic greenhouse gas in Earth’s
atmosphere, with additional indirect impacts as it affects both tropospheric ozone
and stratospheric water vapor. Despite its significance, our understanding of global
and regional CH4 budgets has remained inadequate due to the fact that the strength
and distribution ofCH4 emissions fromvarious source types are notwell-constrained
(Houweling et al., 2017; Turner et al., 2017). Estimates of CH4 emissions from
point sources (e.g., at facility scale) are particularly uncertain, since space-based
observations lack sufficiently fine spatial resolutions while in situ measurements
are too sparse and mostly representative of large-scale background concentrations.
Improved estimates of the CH4 emissions at this point-source scale are critical in
guiding emission mitigation efforts.
Recent developments in airborne imaging spectroscopy techniques to quantify CH4
plumes have opened the way for CH4 measurements at a sufficiently high spa-
tial resolution needed to differentiate various local sources within regional scales
(Frankenberg et al., 2016; Hulley et al., 2016; Thompson et al., 2015; Thorpe et al.,
2016; Thorpe et al., 2017; Tratt et al., 2014). A recent airborne campaign in the
Four Corners region retrieved column methane enhancements at a resolution of 3m
(Frankenberg et al., 2016), enabling the observation of the plume shape in the direct
vicinity of the point source. During the campaign, many plumes of various sizes
ranging from a few tens of meters to hundreds of meters were detected across the
region, with the majority of their source emission rates between 10 and 1000 kg
(CH4) h−1 (Frankenberg et al., 2016). This allows for an effective way to remotely
identify and locate CH4 emissions from point sources such as pipeline leaks or oil
and gas facilities. The retrievals provide the quantification of a column enhance-
ment (e.g., in molecule cm−2 above background), which can be integrated across
the entire methane plume to derive the total amount of methane within the plume,
denoted as integrated methane enhancement (IME, either in molecule or mass units,
Frankenberg et al. (2016)). In addition, the instrument observes the fine structure of
the plume at an unprecedented spatial resolution. However, the flux inversion from
the observed plumes to the actual emission rate at the source remains complicated
due to the dependence on tropospheric boundary layer conditions such as wind speed
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and atmospheric stability during the overpass. To interpret the relationship between
the observed plumes and flux rates, previous studies have relied on Gaussian plume
inversion models (Gorelick et al., 2016; Krings et al., 2013; Rayner et al., 2014;
Nassar et al., 2017; Schwandner et al., 2017) or an airborne in situ approach us-
ing a mass balance calculation based on the enhancement downwind of the source
(Cambaliza et al., 2015; Conley et al., 2016; Gordon et al., 2015; Jacob et al.,
2016; Lavoie et al., 2015). Frankenberg et al. (2016) used a simple linear scaling
between the IME and flux rate, which allowed for a straightforward derivation of
fluxes from the observed IME given an averaged wind speed across a large region
for the campaign over several days. Varon et al. (2018) estimated the flux rate as
the IME divided by the residence time of methane in the plume calculated based on
the effective length of the plume from its area and the effective wind speed inferred
from 10mwind speed by in situ measurement or meteorological reanalysis data. All
of these methods rely on knowledge of local wind speed, which is acquired through
either in situ wind measurements or the estimation from meteorological forecast
or reanalysis data. The former can be costly and time consuming without prior
knowledge of source locations, while the latter can be inaccurate due to the rapid
changes of a local plume over a much shorter temporal and spatial scale (minutes,
hundreds of meters) than the typical atmospheric reanalysis products (a-few-hourly
average, tens of kilometers).
In this work, we aim to improve our understanding of how the inferred emission
rates change under different atmospheric conditions, e.g., the errors due to a lack of
accurate wind measurements. To investigate this relationship and associated errors,
we used large eddy simulations (LESs, Matheou and Bowman (2016)) to simulate
the plume dynamics at high spatial resolution (5m) with prescribed source rates
under various background wind speeds and typical surface latent and sensible heat
fluxes. Using 3-D LES model output for each snapshot, we simulated synthetic
2-D airborne measurements by applying the respective averaging kernels. Based on
these synthetic measurements, we developed an algorithm to deduce the wind speed
from the plume’s spatial distribution and investigate the degree to which the flux rate
can be inverted from only the remotely sensed CH4 retrievals. This allowed us to
perform an end-to-end test of errors in inverted methane fluxes in both the absence
and presence of ancillary information on the actual wind speed.
This work was inspired by the use of IME to quantify methane single-point sources
from field campaigns using airborne instruments. These plumes generally are of
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small-to-medium sizes (< 2 km). The concept, nevertheless, can be applicable to
larger sources as well as toward measurement of localized sources from space in the
coming decade for satellite retrievals at a much finer spatial resolution.
Section 2.3 illustrates the plume observations and the instrument specifications.
Section 2.4 will give a brief overview of Gaussian plume modeling. The setup of
the LES and application of instrument operators to simulate airborne measurements
are described in Sections 2.5 and 2.6, respectively. Section 2.7 shows simulated
plumes under different atmospheric scenarios and the relationship between observed
IME and actual emission rates. The error analysis of flux inversion based on the IME
method is also provided. The final section provides a discussion and conclusion.
2.3 Plume Observations and Instrument Specifications
Figure 2.1 shows examples of observed methane plumes using the next-generation
Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS-NG) and the Hyperspec-
tral Thermal Emission Spectrometer (HyTES) during the Four Corners flight cam-
paign (Frankenberg et al., 2016). The match filter method (Thompson et al., 2015)
and clutter matched filter (CMF) were used to retrieve the scenes from AVIRIS-
NG and HyTES, respectively. In this case, the aircraft repeatedly flew over a coal
mine venting shaft, with approximately 10min revisit time. Evidently, the plume
is changing in time and exhibits fine-scaled features due to atmospheric turbulence.
Quantifying the source rate from detected plumes using atmospheric simulations to
understand their behavior and variations in space and time is the main subject of
this work. In order to compare our simulations with actual observations, we need to
take the measurement characteristics of the remote sensing instrument into account.
This relates to both measurement precision, which determines detection thresholds
which mark and define the detected plume, as well as vertical sensitivity, which
affects what parts of the plume structure can actually be observed. Depending on
the techniques being used, both can vary widely.
The left column in Fig. 2.1 shows scenes that are retrieved from the AVIRIS-NG
instrument, which measures reflected solar radiation between 0.35 and 2.5 `m at
5 nm resolution and sampling (Hamlin et al., 2011; Thompson et al., 2015). To
first order, it has a uniform vertical sensitivity (averaging kernel) of 1 at each height
(see Fig. 2.2). Another instrument that was used in the Four Corners campaign is
HyTES, which enables the detection of CH4 plumes due to its absorptions in the
thermal infrared around 7.65 `m (Hulley et al., 2016). Its varying sensitivity in the
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Figure 2.1: Methane plume over a venting shaft in the Four Corners region, observed
from four individual AVIRIS-NG airborne instrument overpasses (2.8m spatial
resolution) 7–9min apart on 22 April 2015 between 16:19:02 and 16:45:06UTC
(a–d) comparedwith observations fromHyTES overpasses (2.3m spatial resolution)
in the similar interval between 16:17:16 and 16:47:17UTC (e–h). The background
is from ©Google Earth imagery.
vertical can be calculated as the derivative of the retrieved total column amount with
respect to the change in a particular layer. These vertical sensitivities are formally
called column averaging kernels. They inform us on how well methane deviations
from the prior at each height can be measured, which determines whether they will
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be visible in retrieved column enhancements. Mathematically, we can express this
relationship as
 (8, 9) =
∑
:
(ΔGΔHΔℎ) ·  (8, 9 , :) · CAK(:), (2.1)
where  (8, 9) is the observed total column enhancement (mass or molecules) at the
horizontal grid cell (8, 9). ΔG,ΔH, and Δℎ are grid sizes in 8̂, 9̂ , and :̂ , respectively;
 is the concentration (mass or molecules per volume); and CAK(:) denotes the
column averaging kernel evaluated at level : . Technically, the CAK can also be a
function of location (8, 9), but for the purpose of producing synthetic measurements
from our simulations in this work, we apply the CAK only as a function of height.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the difference between the column averaging kernels thatwe use
to model AVIRIS-NG and HyTES synthetic measurements. The distinct column
averaging kernels of both instruments hold significant importance, each with its
advantages and disadvantages. The column averaging kernel of AVIRIS-NG is
approximately uniform across all vertical levels, which implies that the retrieved
column enhancement accurately reflects the actual column enhancement. On the
other hand, the sensitivity of HyTES is almost zero near the surface, but increases
with height, becoming even larger than 1 at a certain height. This means that the
instrument is almost blind to methane near the ground, but amplifies the actual
methane amount at certain heights in the column. This distinction is evident in
Fig. 2.1 where the observed methane plume remains more consistent from AVIRIS-
NG scenes, whereas more variations appear in the HyTES scenes potentially due
to changes in plume vertical structures. It should also be noted that the HyTES
averaging kernel strongly depends on the temperature profile as well as the surface
temperature, which can vary within and between scenes. In contrast, averaging
kernels using shortwave reflected light are less variable.
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Figure 2.2: Column averaging kernels for two instruments, AVIRIS-NG (in blue)
and HyTES (in orange), as a function of height. The altitude on the I axis is given
above ground level. In the thermal case (HyTES), the flight altitude is an important
factor for the CAK. The CAK of HyTES was computed for an altitude of about
3 km. For the shortwave range, however, the CAK of AVIRIS-NG is not impacted
significantly by flight altitude.
2.4 Gaussian Plume Modeling and Its Limitations
The simplest way to simulate plumes is Gaussian plume modeling, which assumes
a steady and uniform wind * along the G axis and orthogonal spreading of the
plume in crosswind (H axis) and vertical (I axis) directions. The spreading of the
plume depends on the dispersion functions fH (G) and fI (G). The dispersion func-
tions depend on the atmospheric stability (Pasquill, 1961). For instance, convective
conditions favor vertical dispersion, whereas in a stable atmosphere, the plume pri-
marily disperses in the horizontal directions (Briggs, 1973; Matheou and Bowman,
2016; Sutton, 1931). The three-dimensional Gaussian plume equation is given by
(Matheou and Bowman, 2016)

























where  (G, H, I) is the (equilibrium) concentration at each point in the three-
dimensional space within the atmospheric boundary layer with inversion height
I8. The model assumes a reflective boundary condition where the parameter < mul-
tiplied by I8 indicates the height at which the reflection occurs and the summation
over this parameter < represents the equivalent concentration within 0 to I8. & is
the source flux rate at the origin. The variances fH (G) and fI (G) are given by em-
pirical relations based on atmospheric stability following the Pasquill classification
(Matheou and Bowman, 2016; Pasquill, 1961).
By integrating Eq. (2.2) in the I direction, the methane column enhancement can be
modeled in analytical form as










Based on this model, we can vary the source rate, wind speed, and stability category
to simulate the 2-D integrated concentration field. We then apply a device detection
threshold to illustrate how the synthetic Gaussian plume column enhancement may
change under distinct atmospheric conditions. Examples of the simulated Gaussian
plumes with a flux rate of 300 kg h−1 are shown in Fig. 2.3. The left column of
Fig. 2.3 shows the Gaussian plumes under different wind speeds for a fixed stability
category, while the right column demonstrates those under a fixed wind speed at
4m s−1 but different stability regimes.
The wind speed * influences the column enhancement, which, based on Eq. (2.1),
is proportional to the ratio&/*. Thus, the Gaussian plume model suggests a strong
dependence of the IME on wind speed, which in turn does not explicitly affect the
shape of the plume. One way of quantifying a plume shape is using an aspect ratio
in the G–H plane. In the Gaussian plume model, the aspect ratio of the plume only
changes when the stability switches from one category to another. Thus, the wind
speed is only implicitly linked to the shape of the plumes by affecting the stability
categories and changing the crosswind variances (as can be seen in Eq. 2.3).
The stability categories in this model, nonetheless, are based on empirical formulae.
In reality, the wind speed can influence the shape and distribution of the plumes
more directly through advection of the tracer along the flow. The actual plume
observations from the Four Corners campaign (Fig. 2.1) demonstrate that the plumes
are of turbulent nature – at times being discontinuous – and cannot be modeled as
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Figure 2.3: (a–c) Gaussian plumes under wind speeds of 1, 4, and 10m s−1 respec-
tively, with Pasquill stability type A meaning very unstable. (d–f) Gaussian plumes
under a wind speed of 4m s−1 in the stability type A (very unstable), B (unstable),
and C (slightly unstable). All cases are with a flux rate of 300 kg h−1 and detection
threshold set to 500 ppmm−1. The IME is calculated over the entire scene and is in
kilograms. The wind speed shown in this Gaussian model is at plume levels.
an LES model, which yields a realistic realization of the turbulent flow and the
methane plume, to quantify the effect of wind speed on the plume structure.
2.5 Large Eddy Simulation Setup
Realistic modeling of CH4 plumes is a prerequisite for this study. We use LES
to model the time-resolved three-dimensional CH4 distribution in the boundary
layer under different atmospheric conditions at resolutions currently available from
aircraft measurements (1–5m). The LES model setup for the simulation of plumes
emanating from point sources is as described in Matheou and Bowman (2016).
Further details of the model formulation, including the turbulence parameterization,
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are in Matheou et al. (2014). A methane surface point source with a specific
emission rate in a cloud-free convective atmospheric boundary layer is simulated.
The buoyancy of methane is currently being ignored – a good approximation for the
present methane concentrations away from the source.
The atmospheric boundary layer is initialized with a mixed layer inversion free
troposphere with an initial inversion height I8 = 800m. The initial potential tem-
perature and specific humidity in the mixed layer are \ = 298K and @t = 6.6 g kg−1.
The lapse rate is Δ\/ΔI = 0.12Km−1. The flow in the boundary layer is driven by a
constant geostrophic wind in the G direction, Dg. Different values of the geostrophic
wind from 1 to 10m s−1 are used. The surface sensible and latent heat fluxes are
400 and 40Wm−2. These values are based on typical field campaign data. Ad-
ditional simulations with other sensible and latent heat fluxes are also performed
later in Sect. 6.4. Surface momentum fluxes are estimated using Monin–Obukhov
similarity theory (MOST).
The model domain is 10.24×2.56×1.5 km3 in the G, H, and I direction, and the grid
resolution is uniform and isotropic ΔG = ΔH = Δℎ = 5m. The model computational
time step is 1 s. Following 1 h of model spin-up, where fully developed three-
dimensional turbulence is established in the boundary layer, the three-dimensional
concentration at each location at 1min intervals (snapshots are written out at every
minute) is used to construct the synthetic observations. Furthermore, the 10 and 2m
wind speeds are extracted from the model output to compare with the large-scale
geostrophic wind value in each run.
2.6 Synthetic Measurement
With the output from the LES simulations, we can create synthetic measurement of
a plume instance that would enable simulation of observations from any instrument.
The procedure is that we apply vertical integration as described by Eq. (2.1) to the
3-D concentration at a given time step, using the column averaging kernel of the
instrument of interest. We apply the column averaging kernel of AVIRIS-NG as
well as that of HyTES to produce synthetic measurements for these instruments.
The detection thresholds of the AVIRIS-NG and HyTES instruments can potentially
be dependent on the surface properties such as surface reflectance and surface
temperature, respectively. However, given the typical scale of the plumes of our
interest, we assume an average uniform detection threshold across the scene. Here,
we use a constant threshold of 500 ppmm−1 (or about 1.34 1018 molecules cm−2),
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which is a commonvalue forAVIRIS-NG.As forHyTES,we used the same threshold
to exemplify the differences due to averaging kernels only, as opposed to thresholds.
This allows us to understand to what extent each instrument can detect CH4 plumes
under various wind speeds.
2.7 Results
The output from the LES run provides a more realistic simulation, compared to
the Gaussian model, of the plume dynamics as shown in Fig. 2.4 for AVIRIS-NG
synthetic measurements. The left column of Fig. 2.4 shows single snapshots of
the plume, while the right column shows the time-averaged plume snapshots over
60 time steps, spanning a duration of 60 sequential minutes in total, under distinct
background wind speeds but with a constant flux rate. Based on this simulation,
we see that the plume varies rapidly in shape and orientation from snapshot to
snapshot due to turbulence. The temporal averages in the right column also still
exhibit some structure as we only averaged 60 individual snapshots. Overall, the
simulated plumes from the LES closely resemble actual plumes from remotely
sensed observation as shown in Fig. 2.1. The instantaneous plumes exhibit non-
Gaussian behavior; sometimes the plume can even be discontinuous as eddies can
rupture the plume structure. However, we found that the total enhancement across
the scene (the IME) remains rather constant over time for a given wind speed and
flux rate, making it a reliable variable for performing the flux inversion of the source.
In addition, we also found that the plumes have distinct features in both magnitude
and spatial characteristics for different wind speeds, which are evident in the plume
snapshots as well as their ensemble means shown in Fig. 2.4.
Figure 2.5 illustrates the differences between the syntheticmeasurements forAVIRIS-
NG and HyTES over the same plume for three different wind speed conditions.
Because the column averaging kernel of the HyTES is close to zero near the ground,
the synthetic measurements for HyTES miss parts of the plume near the surface and
detect only the parts of the plume that have risen high enough. This is consistent
with the averaging kernels shown in Fig. 2.2. This is especially apparent for the case
of high wind speed where the majority of the CH4 is advected horizontally, resulting
in a plume remaining near the ground. The result in Fig. 2.5 is in accord with the
comparison between the observed AVIRIS-NG and HyTES scenes in Fig. 2.1 dur-
ing the first overpass. This potentially indicates that the plume at this time remains
mostly near the ground, which may not always happen in the same way for the coal
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Figure 2.4: (a–c) Snapshots of simulated plumes under wind speeds of 1, 4, and
10m s−1, respectively. (d–f) Time-averaged plumes from 60 time steps under the
geostrophic wind speeds of 1, 4, and 10m s−1, respectively. All with a flux rate of
300 kg h−1 and detection threshold set to 500 ppmm−1. All are based onAVIRIS-NG
averaging kernels. The IME is calculated over the entire scene and is in kilograms.
Note that the temporal averages do not reach a true ensemble average as sample
sizes are finite (i.e., the average still exhibits fine structure).
HyTES near the ground makes it complicated to locate the source accurately, and
there are additional uncertainties in the methane retrievals associated with averaging
kernels that vary with environmental conditions (Kuai et al., 2016). The advantage
of the HyTES instrument, on the other hand, is the fact that in principle it can op-
erate at night when there is no sunlight, which is a prerequisite for the AVIRIS-NG
instrument. For AVIRIS-NG, the total column CH4 enhancement in each pixel is
also better constrained given the averaging kernel is approximately one throughout
the column. For these reasons, we proceed to focus only on AVIRIS-NG results in
the current study, while we will study the information content of joint measurements
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in the future.
Figure 2.5: (a–c) Snapshots from simulated plumes under 1, 4, and 10m s−1,
respectively, when applying the AVIRIS-NG instrument column averaging kernel.
(d–f) Snapshots from the exact same plumes as in (a–c), respectively, but applying
the HyTES averaging kernel. The flux rates are all 300 kg h−1 and the detection
threshold is set to 500 ppmm−1. The IME is in kilograms.
Multiple LES runs from a combination of typical point-source flux rates and wind
speeds enable us to quantify the relationship between the actual source rate and the
resulting IME for a given wind speed. This gives us the first step to invert the flux
rate. Furthermore, we show how different wind speeds affect this relationship for
the flux inversion. The output from the LES gives us not only the IME but also the
spatial distribution of the plume snapshots that correspond to a given pair of flux
rate and wind speed. We analyze how the morphology of the plumes is linked with
the underlying background wind speeds. This helps us understand how we can use
the remotely sensed airborne imagery of the plume to predict the wind, and thus
ultimately the flux rate, together with its associated errors.
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In our analysis, we primarily refer to the wind speed in each scene from our model
runs by using the geostrophic wind speed, as opposed to the instantaneous wind
at 2m (*2) or 10m (*10) above ground which is usually used in literature. For
reference, the average *10 across the horizontal domain in our run ranges approxi-
mately from 0.4 to 0.7 of the background geostrophic wind speed in the run. The
main reason is that our output snapshots from each LES run is written out every
minute; thus we only have the information of the*10 and the plume structure at every
minute, which can change rapidly in direction and magnitude. However, the overall
structure of the plume at any given instance could be influenced by the average
wind cumulatively from the past minute. The constraint on the output that we have
makes it ambiguous to choose what values of near-surface winds should be applied
when making the prediction of the flux rate from the spatial structure of a plume
snapshot. We thus resort to using a background wind speed, which, in turn, is one
of the key governing drivers for *10 itself. While using the large-scale background
wind speed might not be as accurate as the ideal case of having continuous *10
output, it provides a robust correlation with the overall pattern of the plume. In
other words, in the following, we are using the shape of the plume to predict the
value of background geostrophic wind speed that underlies the wind that has driven
CH4 from the point source into the detected plume over that geographical location,
and we use that background wind speed to quantify the source rate.
Source Flux Rate and the IME
For each wind speed and flux rate, we have 60 snapshots of methane plumes from the
LES model output, with a temporal interval of 1min. We can thus directly compute
the mean and the standard deviation of the IME across these snapshots. Although
the shape of a plume can vary strongly in time, the IME is relatively stable, varying
only within approximately 20% among snapshots under the same wind speed and
flux rate. This emphasizes the benefit of using the IME to characterize methane
in the scene because the total sum of the gas in the scene remains approximately
the same regardless of the advection of methane from one pixel to another with
time. This can potentially induce less uncertainty compared to other mass balance
approaches where the measurements are commonly location dependent. The mean
values corresponding to various background wind speeds and flux rates are plotted
in Fig. 2.6. The uncertainties reflect the standard deviations of the IME within all
60 temporal snapshots.
The plot of the IME and flux rate at different wind speeds reveals two noticeable
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Figure 2.6: Mean and standard deviation of the IME associated with a range of
flux rates under various background wind speeds from 1 to 10m s−1. The detection
threshold is 500 ppmm−1.
findings: as expected, there is a significant dependence of the relationship between
the IME and flux rate on wind speed; but there is also a nonlinearity, which has
been ignored in previous studies. The nonlinearity can be explained from the fact
that we impose a detection threshold to mask out the plume. In the absence of
a detection threshold, the scaling between flux rate and IME would be perfectly
linear, as was assumed in Frankenberg et al. (2016). However, as the fraction of
pixels with methane enhancement below the detection threshold varies with flux rate
and wind speed, the truncated IME below the threshold can induce a considerable
nonlinearity. The stronger the flux rate, the higher the number of pixels above
the threshold used to calculate the IME. Figure 2.7 illustrates this connection by
showing the percentage of the total enhancement that is missed because of specific
thresholds. We use three different flux rates (90, 180, 360 kg h−1) to illustrate the
nonlinearity. We can see that when the flux rate drops by a factor of 2, the missing
amount does not necessarily decrease by the same factor. How the IME is scaled up
with the flux rate depends on the spatial distribution of the plume: if the methane is
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Figure 2.7: Missing IME, shown as a percentage, for different ppmm−1 threshold
values. Each curve corresponds to a prescribed source flux rate. The flux rates are
incremented by a factor of 2.
concentrated in a small area, then it is more likely that a stronger flux rate will make
the column enhancements exceed the threshold, as opposed to when the plume is
more dispersed, in which case some pixel enhancements will be too diluted to be
detected even at a strong flux rate. This is the primary reason why the IME varies
with the flux rate with different degree of nonlinearity at different wind speeds as
found in Fig. 2.6. The background wind speed is the integral component that drives
the spatial distribution of the plume and correlates the IME with the flux rate. This
means that in order to achieve a reliable flux inversion, both the IME and the effective
wind speed over the scene of the point source must be known.
The key question in our study is the following: can we predict the underlying
background wind speed associated with the observed plume by its spatial charac-
teristics rather than by relying on ground measurements or reanalysis data? This is
investigated in the following section.
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Figure 2.8: A rotated plume snapshot from a run of 4m s−1 background wind speed
and 300 kg h−1 flux rate with its angular distribution of IME across the plume (right)
and its Cartesian distribution of IME along the plume (top). The two black lines
denote an angular bin of 0.5◦ that sweeps through the 2-D plume to construct the
angular distribution.
Wind Speed and Plume Morphology
As can be seen in Fig. 2.4, the spatial distribution of the plumes varies under different
wind speeds. Visually, the shape of simulated CH4 plumes provides qualitative
intuition on the origin, wind direction, and relative strength of the background wind
speed. At a higher wind speed, plumes tend to be more elongated, whereas at a
lower wind speed, plumes tend to be more spread out around the origin. We quantify
the characteristics of the plume by first constructing an angular mass distribution
for each snapshot: we count the mass within the angular bin size of 0.5◦ sweeping
across the scene with the center at the origin. We then find the angle at which the
mass of methane splits into a 50% ratio and define that as themain axis of that plume
snapshot. The plume snapshot is then rotated such that its main axis aligns with the
G coordinate. We can then plot the angular distribution across the plume as well
as the Cartesian distribution along the plume, as illustrated in Fig. 2.8, for every
single snapshot. This procedure allows us to find the ensemble-averaged plume
distributions for a particular wind speed where the ensemble members consist of the
rotated snapshots from all available time outputs in the model runs at various flux
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rates in the range of our interest, 10–1000 kg h−1.
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Figure 2.9: Ensemble-averaged angular distributions of the plume, averaging over
all available time steps at various flux rates. Different colors represent different
wind speeds. Each distribution is normalized by its maximum value. The vertical
bars represent 1 standard deviation of the normalized IME at a given angle across
all snapshots.
Figure 2.9 shows that the angular distributions of the plume can be distinguishable
under different wind speeds. Evidently, the angular distribution of the plume at
highest wind speed of 10m s−1 is narrower than the rest on average, and the angular
spreading becomes increasingly wider for lower wind speeds. Motivated by this
finding based on the average distribution, we quantified the relationship between the
angular spreading of the plume and thewind speed. For each snapshot, we calculated
the cone width of the plume defined as the angles between the 10th and the 90th
percentiles from its angular mass distribution. The mean and the standard deviation
of the cone width corresponding to a given wind speed were then computed from an
ensemble of 60 temporal snapshots and various flux rates. The result of this analysis
is plotted in Fig. 2.10 and shows a monotonically decreasing cone width with respect
to wind speed. Our choice of parameterization in Fig. 2.10 is an exponential fit,
which adequately captures the present relationship without overfitting. This result
illustrates that the cone width is a metric that can differentiate wind speeds based
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on using only the spatial distribution of the plume. This finding, together with
the variation of IME with flux rate (Fig. 2.6), can therefore provide flux inversion
without the need for ground measurements. The next section describes steps for
estimating the flux rates and their associated uncertainties.
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Figure 2.10: Relationship between the wind speed and the associated cone width
averaged over snapshots and flux rates. The dotted black curve represents the best
fit by an exponential function. The shaded area represents 1 standard deviation from
the mean plume angular width for each wind speed.
Flux Inversion and Error Analysis
Based on the IME and plume morphology of any given scene, we can estimate the
flux rate. First, according to Fig. 2.6, for a given value of the IME observed in the
scene, we can find what the possible range of fluxes is for each wind speed from
the lower and upper estimate of 1 standard deviation. We can then parameterize
this relationship between the flux rate and the wind speed for this particular value
of the IME. An example for the case of the observed IME of 50 kg is demonstrated
in Fig. 2.11. Secondly, based on the spatial distribution of the plume in the scene,
we can follow the procedure to construct the angular mass distribution. Based on
Fig. 2.10, using an angular width measured from the plume, we can predict the wind
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speed from the fitted curve. The associated uncertainties of the wind speed are
approximated by the lower and upper estimate of 1 standard deviation. We assume
that, by projecting a value of plume width onto the corresponding range of wind
speeds within 1 standard deviation range, we obtain uncertainties for predicted wind
speed that approximately represent 1 standard deviation error for the wind speed
distribution. The wind speed and its uncertainty can hence be translated into the
estimate of the mean flux rate as well as the corresponding uncertainties from the
relationship of the flux rate and wind speed, as in Fig. 2.11.
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Figure 2.11: Relationship between flux rate and wind speed for 50 kg IME. The
shaded area represents 1 standard deviation from the mean flux rate at each given
wind speed.
With this approach, we selected 90 random snapshots with random prescribed flux
rates and wind speeds. We predict the flux rate from the IME and the spatial
distribution of each of plume scene and compare it to its actual prescribed value, as
shown in Fig. 2.12. The average of the percentage differences (in absolute terms)
between the predicted value and the actual value for single-point-source predictions
is approximately 30%. The j2 value from the predictions in Fig. 2.12 is 3.84,
suggesting that the error variance may tend to be slightly underestimated for an
individual-point-source prediction.
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Figure 2.12: Comparison between the prescribed flux rate in the model run and the
predicted flux rate based on our method of using the IME and the angular width of
plume in a given scene. The error bar represents uncertainties associated with the
prediction of an individual point source.
Nevertheless, the results shown in Fig. 2.12 demonstrate that this method permits
estimation of the total emission flux rate. Most importantly, accounting for nonlin-
earities and variable wind speed helps to avoid systematic biases. Thus, the method
employed here can minimize systematic errors that could be induced by assumptions
on wind speed. To verify this point, we performed an aggregation analysis by boot-
strapping 30 plumes out of 500 plumes of various flux rates and wind speeds, with
3000 repetitions. The sample size of 30 is chosen arbitrarily, but is large enough
to represent a situation for the estimation of total fluxes from a region. The com-
parison between the predicted and the actual total flux aggregated over 30 plumes
is shown in Fig. 2.13. The predictions lie close to the actual aggregated fluxes, as
demonstrated by the concentration of points near the one-to-one line in Fig. 2.13,
implying that there are no significant systematic biases in our method. The mean of
absolute differences from all these aggregates is 5.1% with a standard deviation of
3.9%, while the average of all differences (negative and positive) results in 2.9%
with the standard deviation of 5.9%.
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Figure 2.13: Comparison between the predicted and the actual total flux of 30
plumes from 3000 bootstrap rounds.
To further demonstrate the validity of this method, we applied it to a controlled-
release experiment from a natural gas pipeline located at Victorville, CA (34.8◦,
-117.3◦), on 11 October, 2017, with a flux rate of 89 ± 4 kg h−1. Based on a sample
of the actual AVIRIS-NG scene over the source location (Fig. 2.14), we calculated
the IME and constructed the angular distribution of the plume to obtain its width to
deduce thewind speed. The geostrophicwind speed is predicted to be 3.3±1.2ms−1,
compared to the surface sonic wind at the source measured at 1.6m s−1. This is
consistent given that geostrophic wind is typically about 1.4–2.5 times higher than
the surface wind speed in the LES output. We used this deduced wind speed to
predict the flux rate and its associated error as described at the beginning of this
section. The value that we predict is 118 ± 30 kg h−1, consistent with the actual
release flux within the error estimate.
Furthermore, we applied our method to multiple overflight AVIRIS-NG scenes from
Fig. 2.1. The fitted flux rates are within a consistent range: 1275, 1033, 1397, and
926 kg h−1, respectively. The mean of these estimates is thus 1158 kg h−1, and the











Figure 2.14: An observed AVIRIS-NG scene in a controlled-release experiment
from a natural gas pipeline located at Victorville, CA (34.8◦, −117.3◦), on 11 Oc-
tober 2017 with the flux rate of 89 ± 4 kg h−1.
Sensitivity Analysis for Different Heat Fluxes
In our LES simulations for this study, we primarily set the sensible and latent heat
fluxes to the typical condition during the Four Corners field campaign. Changing
the condition of these surface heat fluxes can potentially affect the vertical structure
of the simulated plumes and the dynamics of the plumes in time. Nevertheless, our
method involves the column-integrated enhancement, and hence is not significantly
impacted by the surface heat fluxes. To verify this point, we performed the sensitiv-
ity analysis by running additional LES experiments with a different combination of
sensible and latent heat fluxes (SH and LH, respectively): (1) SH=LH (220Wm−2)
and (2) SH (200Wm−2)< LH (400Wm−2). These two additional scenarios con-
trast with the typical condition that was previously used, i.e., SH (400Wm−2)> LH
(40Wm−2), and cover a common range of surface heat flux conditions. The back-
ground wind speed is kept the same as 4m s−1. The results from our runs are
demonstrated in Fig. 2.15, where the relationship between the IME and flux rate is
found to be approximately the same, remaining within 1 standard deviation error
from the original scenario in the previous analyses. This implies that the uncertain-
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Figure 2.15: Relationship between the IME and flux rate under different sensible and
latent heat fluxes of 200 and 400Wm−2 (blue), and 220 and 220Wm−2 (orange),
compared to the original simulation sensible and latent heat fluxes of 400 and
40Wm−2 (green). All cases are under the wind speed of 4m s−1. The detection
threshold was 500 ppmm−1.
ties associated with the change in these conditions will not significantly impact our
method and are captured well with the range of errors we have analyzed.
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2.8 Discussion and Conclusion
In this study, we showed that Gaussian plume modeling cannot be used for a mean-
ingful comparison with observed methane plumes from a point source. Thus, large
eddy simulations (LESs) were used to generate realistic synthetic measurements
of methane plumes under different background wind speeds and source flux rates.
This allowed a comparison of the performances of two considered instruments, one
measuring in the shortwave infrared (AVIRIS-NG) and the other in the thermal in-
frared (HyTES), resulting in widely different vertical sensitivities towards methane
enhancements. The AVIRIS-NG was found to provide an unambiguous identifica-
tion and quantification of the methane source as it is sensitive to methane throughout
the air column. While the HyTES instrument has the potential for nighttime ob-
servations, variations in the integrated methane enhancements depended highly on
vertical plume structure, rendering the interpretation more challenging. While we
attempt to make use of the vertical information in the future, we focus this study
on results from the AVIRIS-NG synthetic plume measurements. Using the IME
method and a large ensemble, we derived the relationship between the detected IME
of a plume and its source flux rate. This relationship is found to be nonlinear because
of the device detection threshold, which causes a variable fraction of the true IME to
fall below the detection limit. In addition, the inversion of IME to an accurate flux
rate depends strongly on the wind speeds during the measurements. This finding is
expected and confirms the significance of wind speeds on the methane point-source
flux estimations from remote sensing data. To study whether we can gain additional
information from the plume shape itself, we performed an analysis on a large en-
semble of plume snapshots from wide-ranging source flux rates and wind speeds.
We found that the angular width of the plume negatively correlates with the wind
speed, allowing us to constrain the effective wind speed from the shape itself. The
angular width is defined based on the plume angular distribution around its main
axis and is found to be effectively independent of the source rates.
Using the relationship between the IME and the flux rates for different wind speeds
together with the connection between plume shape and the wind speed, we can
disentangle the source flux rate based on an observed snapshot of the plume which
provides both the IME and the spatial distribution. Our error analysis of this
method applied on randomly generated snapshots of various flux rates in the range
of 10–1000 kg h−1 showed an error of around 30% on average for an individual
point-source estimate. Given that point sources are highly uncertain and also fluc-
tuate in time, this single measurement error appears acceptable. More important
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than single measurement precision is accuracy for larger ensemble averages, which
informs regional emission estimates. Thus, we also performed an error analysis for
aggregated flux estimates from 30 plumes. We used bootstrap sampling and found
the aggregation error estimate to be in the range of less than 10%. This provides a
significant improvement from other preexisting approaches that rely on wind data,
for which reliable meteorological reanalysis data might not be available at high
spatial resolution everywhere.
Furthermore, our method is validated by the application of this method on an actual
scene from a controlled-release experiment from a natural gas pipeline in 2017,
which demonstrated an error of 32% from the controlled flux rate of 89 kg h−1,
a notable accuracy given the simplicity of our algorithm that does not require
wind speed data. This provides added value in quantifying methane-point-source
emissions especially in locations where atmospheric reanalysis products and surface
meteorological observations are not available.
It should be noted that altering the device detection threshold level in our synthetic
modeling to higher values does impact the robustness of the correlation between the
plume width and the wind speed. In this study, we set the threshold to 500 ppmm−1
to match the capabilities of the current instrumentations. Future instruments with
improved gas sensitivity (Thorpe et al., 2016) will likely improve our ability to
estimate emission rates. Repeat overflights that result in multiple snapshots of the
same source can also further reduce uncertainties from transient variations of the
plume due to turbulence. Another aspect is that our current LES does not yet model
direct emission that could be released at a height above the ground. Incorporating
this feature into our future analysis may provide even more realistic methane plume
simulations. Despite these limitations, this current study is a first step proving the
potential of the method.
In this study, we have demonstrated the ability to estimate flux rates of methane
point sources based solely on the remotely sensed column methane enhancement
without the need for ground measurements or weather reanalysis data. This method
could be applied to recent large-scale flight campaigns to improve previous emission
rate estimates. This also has immediate implications for future AVIRIS-NG flight
campaigns, in particular over parts of the world lacking available wind data. The
methodology described in this study could also be applied to anticipated satellites
that will provide methane measurements at finer spatial resolutions than currently
available. A path towards an improved understanding of the regionalmethane budget
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as well as insights into methane source distributions by categories is made possible.
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C h a p t e r 3
METHANET – AN AI-DRIVEN APPROACH TO QUANTIFYING
METHANE POINT-SOURCE EMISSION FROM
HIGH-RESOLUTION 2-D PLUME IMAGERY
This paper is under review in:
Jongaramrungruang, S. et al. (2021). “MethaNet – An AI-driven approach to quanti-
fying methane point-source emission from high-resolution 2-D plume imagery”.
In: Remote Sensing of Environment, Under Review.
3.1 Abstract
Methane (CH4) is one of the most important anthropogenic greenhouse gases with
a significant impact on the Earth’s radiation budget and tropospheric background
ozone. Despite a well-constrained global budget, quantification of local and regional
methane emissions has proven challenging. Recent advancements in airborne re-
mote sensing instruments such as from the next-generationAirborneVisible/Infrared
Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS-NG) provide 2-D observations of CH4 plume col-
umn enhancements at an unprecedented resolution of 1–5m over large geographic
areas. Quantifying an emission rate from observed plumes is a critical step for
understanding local emission distributions and prioritizing mitigation efforts. How-
ever, there exists no method that can predict emission rates from detected plumes in
real-time without ancillary data reliably. In order to predict methane point-source
emissions directly from high resolution 2-D plume images without relying on other
local measurements such as background wind speeds, we trained a convolutional
neural network model called MethaNet. The training data was derived from large
eddy simulations of methane plumes and realistic measurement noise over agricul-
tural, desert, and urban environments. Our model has a mean absolute percentage
error for predicting unseen plumes under 17%, a significant improvement from
previous methods that require wind information. Using MethaNet, a validation
against a natural gas controlled-release experiment agrees to within the precision
error estimate. Our results support the basis for the applicability of using deep
learning techniques to quantify CH4 point sources in an automated manner over
large geographical areas, not only for present and future airborne field campaigns,
but also for upcoming space-based observations in this decade.
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3.2 Introduction
Methane (CH4) is one of the most important anthropogenic greenhouse gases in
the Earth climate system. Since preindustrial time, the global atmospheric methane
concentration has nearly tripled to almost 1900 ppb (Dlugokencky, 2021; Saunois
et al., 2020). Its rising atmospheric concentrations coupled with the strong radiative
forcing per molecule makesmethane the second strongest anthropogenic greenhouse
gas overall, after carbon dioxide (CO2) (IPCC, 2013). In addition, CH4 enhances
both tropospheric ozone and stratospheric water vapor, both of which contribute
to additional indirect radiative forcing. Due to its much shorter lifetime compared
to that of CO2, methane emissions could be a target for reduction efforts to help
mitigate climate impacts on a significantly shorter timescale (Montzka et al., 2011b;
Prather et al., 2012; Shindell et al., 2012). In fact, the 2018 NASA Decadal Survey
has indicated the identification and understanding of methane emissions as one of
the top priorities in the efforts to improve future climate projection, and help lead
the way in emission reduction (Sciences and Medicine, 2018).
Despite relatively extensive studies on the total global CH4 emissions approximation,
regional and local emission estimates have been more challenging due to uncertain-
ties in the understanding of individual emissions processes and categories, and lack
of sufficiently fine resolution observations that can also simultaneously cover large
geographical areas. This hinders the ability to conduct mitigation efforts in the most
effective manner since policy and remedy actions often take place at regional and
local scales. Since point sources are prevalent among some of the most important
emission sectors such as coal mining and oil and gas industry (Brandt et al., 2014;
Duren et al., 2019), improved measurements of CH4 point sources are integral to
improving understanding of local and regional emissions in terms of emission rates
and categories distribution.
In the past decade, advancements in space-based CH4 retrieval techniques from
satellite observations such as the SCanning Imaging Absorption SpectroMeter for
Atmospheric CHartographY (SCIAMACHY) and the Greenhouse gases Observing
SATellite (GOSAT) have enabled a top-down constraint on global CH4 emissions
(Frankenberg et al., 2005a; Frankenberg et al., 2011; Kort and Frankenberg, 2014;
Parker et al., 2011; Parker et al., 2015; Turner et al., 2015). However, due to
their coarse spatial resolutions, their measurements do not distinguish magnitudes
of different anthropogenic sources – information critical for accurately identifying
the causes of changes in atmospheric CH4 concentration and its consequences. The
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TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI) with a spatial resolution of a
few kilometers has been shown to be capable of identifying regions of high emis-
sions, but themeasurements are not yet at a levelwhere local sources can be identified
and mitigated directly (Gouw et al., 2020; Hu et al., 2018). Surface monitoring net-
works, on the other hand, provide accurate and precise in situ measurements of CH4,
but are sparse in coverage. Oil and gas facilities sites with significant emissions, for
example, often have limited access for measurements resulting in their emissions
accounted for by inventories-based approach that are likely underestimated (Brandt
et al., 2014; Hsu et al., 2010; Kort et al., 2008).
One potential to fill this gap is airborne imaging absorption spectrometry, using
the same techniques as in satellite remote sensing to quantify CH4 plumes (Thorpe
et al., 2017). This technique has opened the way for quantitative CH4 measurements
at sufficiently high resolution needed to differentiate various local sources over
large areas at regional scale (Duren et al., 2019; Frankenberg et al., 2016). Using
absorption features of CH4 in the short-wave infrared around 2.3 `m, column
integrated CH4 concentration can be retrieved at a spatial resolution well below 5m.
This enables the generation of 2-D methane column enhancement maps, which are
used for the detection of CH4 point sources from airborne spectrometers such as
the next-generation Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS-NG)
(Cusworth et al., 2021; Thorpe et al., 2014; Thorpe et al., 2017). By now, studies
have utilized this technique for several field campaigns in California and the Four
Corners regions, where a total of more than 500 strong point sources have been
detected (Duren et al., 2019; Frankenberg et al., 2016). Despite the progress in the
detection algorithm of methane plumes, high uncertainties still exist in converting
the observed concentration fields to source flux rates due to varying boundary layer
conditions (turbulence and wind speed), presence of spectral interferences, and
sensitivity of the flux inversion to complex plume structures. These uncertainties can
be up to 100% for individual plumes (Duren et al., 2019). Systematic covariances
in the biases across individual source estimates can also propagate to aggregated
regional estimates. Thus, we have to focus on bias-free flux inversions, realizing
that certain precision errors from individual plumes are unavoidable. Assuming, for
instance, that a single wind speed from reanalysis data for a specific flight campaign
date would directly propagate into estimates of regional total fluxes since a potential
wind-speed bias would be identical for all individual plumes. Randomizing biases
for single plumes is thus a pre-requisite to minimize biases aggregated emissions
estimates.
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Many flux inversion methods have been proposed such as the Gaussian plume
inversion (Bovensmann et al., 2010; Krings et al., 2013), source pixel estimate
(Jacob et al., 2016), cross-sectional flux estimate (Cambaliza et al., 2015; Cambaliza
et al., 2014; Conley et al., 2016), and residence time of methane plume enhancement
(Duren et al., 2019; Varon et al., 2018). All of these techniques, however, require
the knowledge of an effective local wind speed. This hinders fast and accurate flux
inversions since in situ wind measurements cannot be planned when the location
of the plume is not known a priori. One alternative to acquire wind data is from
weather station or reanalysis data, but these are only available at spatial and temporal
resolution that is too coarse. Reliance on this wind data may cause a correlated bias
in all individual plume flux estimates. In the near field, plumes often exhibit fine
structures at a few tenths to hundreds of meters with its dynamics changing within
seconds to minutes whereas wind data is typically provided at lower resolution, such
as from a 3-km resolution as an hourly average (Benjamin et al., 2016). Due to
these limitations, accurate flux inversions of point sources have been challenging.
Any improvement in flux inversion depends on the ability to constrain the effective
wind speed during which the plume is developed locally. Jongaramrungruang et al.
(2019) tackled this challenge by utilizing the 2-D plume morphology to constrain
corresponding wind speed and thus flux rate. The study provided evidence that the
morphology of methane plumes, as observed from remote sensing images, contains
useful information about the background wind speed during the flight overpass,
which, in turn, is a critical component of predicting accurate flux estimates. In that
work, a plume angular width was constructed as a simple metric to represent the
geometry of observed methane plumes. Essentially, the complex 2-D pattern of the
plume was simply reduced into one dimension, which was an ad hoc choice. It
was an intuition-based approach that limited the exploitation of details in the fine
structure.
However, the full spatial structure of the plume morphology can potentially be
utilized such that emission rates are predicted at even higher accuracy, as well as
in a more automated and objective manner. Modern machine learning techniques
are designed for problems like this task. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is
a model architecture that has shown tremendous success in image recognition tasks
(He et al., 2016; Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015; Szegedy et
al., 2014). It has been shown to be capable of learning relevant spatial patterns from
an image with location invariant features similar to how a human brain understands
an image. Here, we built a customized CNN model and applied it to a large training
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dataset of methane plumes from Large Eddy Simulation (LES) (Matheou et al.,
2014) output at various flux rates, wind speeds, added realistic measurement noise
and synthetic random noise, offsets, and rotations. We trained our model, named
MethaNet, to predict flux rates directly from 2-D methane plume images. To our
knowledge, this is the first time that CNN has been used for a regression task to
quantify methane plume emission from 2-D high-resolution imagery.
Section 3.3 illustrates the workflow for simulating realistic 2-D plume images. The
methodology on preparing the training and validation dataset, and the details on a
CNN architecture are given in Section 3.4. Model performance and error analyses
are provided in Section 3.5, followed by concluding remarks in the final section.
3.3 Realistic Plume Simulation
Figure 3.1 shows examples of representative methane plumes from different sectors
such as a natural gas storage facility, an oil well, a landfill, and a dairy manure
area. Each plume image represents the total CH4 column enhancement; in each
pixel, the enhancement is obtained as a retrieval product using algorithms such
as Iterative Maximum a Posteriori – Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy
(IMAP-DOAS) (Frankenberg et al., 2005b) or matched filter retrieval (Thompson
et al., 2015) on the observed radiance measurements. These plumes were observed
under different surface and background wind speed conditions. It is evident that they
vary in shape and absolute methane enhancements. Sources of various emission
rates observed under varying wind speeds would lead to a diverse set of plume
spatial distributions. To train a model capable of quantifying an emission rate from
a given 2-D image, a realistic modelling of CH4 plumes is a prerequisite as observed
plumes are clearly not Gaussian. The training data consists of synthetic plume
images with source emission rates as labels.
The LES was used to generate the time-resolved three-dimensional CH4 distribution
in the boundary layer. This enables a realistic simulation of how methane concen-
trations from a point source evolve in space, given various wind speeds. The full
description of the LES model setup for CH4 plume emanating from a point source
can be found in Matheou and Bowman (2016), with the model parameterization and
initialization detailed in Jongaramrungruang et al. (2019). The flow in the bound-
ary layer is driven by a constant geostrophic wind in the x direction, influencing the
dynamics of the atmospheric turbulences in the boundary layer resulting in various
distinct plume shapes. The dynamics and stability regime of the plumes can be
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Figure 3.1: A map showing detected methane sources from the California Methane
Source Finder project. Background image shows AVIRIS-NG flight lines conducted
in 2016 and 2017 (white stripes) and locations of detected CH4 sources (purple
circles). The inset images show examples of methane plume enhancement from
AVIRIS-NG observations over (a) a landfill, (b) diary manure area, (c) an oil and
gas facility, and (d) a natural gas storage field.
driven by wind speed as well as other factors such as surface sensible and latent heat
fluxes. Previous studies such as Varon et al. (2018) and Jongaramrungruang et al.
(2019) have shown that wind speed is the main factor influencing distinct spatial
patterns of total CH4 column as well as the relationship between the total methane
amount within a distinct plume and the associated methane flux rate. Since the for-
mat of our training data will be an image of total column enhancement in each pixel,
we primarily focus on conducting LES experiments with different geostrophic wind
speeds ranging from 1 to 10m s−1, while keeping the surface sensible and latent heat
fluxes at 400 W/m2 and 40 W/m2, respectively. This was based on a typical field
condition when the Four-Corners campaign was conducted. In each experiment, the
3-D concentration field was extracted every 10 seconds, excluding a 1h period of
spin-up time. From the 3-D LES fields per time step, we can create synthetic 2-D
enhancement images, similar to actual observations from a given remote sensing
instrument. In the case of the AVIRIS-NG, the 3-D field is integrated vertically,
weighted with the column averaging kernel of the instrument retrieval, which is near
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unity. We outputted a total of 7,000 simulated plumes from our LES experiments.
Some examples of simulated 2-D plume enhancement images from our LES runs
for various wind speeds are shown in Figure 3.2. Each pixel in the 2-D image is a
snapshot in time, representing the CH4 enhancement expressed in ppm-m which is
a typical unit used in the methane detection literature (10 ppm-m is about 1 ppb in
XCH4). The LES snapshots cover a variety of plume morphology that resembles
plume observations from field campaigns. As a reference, typical instantaneous
winds at 10 m (U10) above the ground during the observation conditions across the
California study (Duren et al. 2019) were 0.4 – 9.2 m s−1. In our LES experiments,
the values of U10 range from 0 to 11.8 m s−1. We believe that these LES experiments
cover the majority of possible 2-D plume structures in typical scenarios, but could
be easily extended to cover more unique locations.
Any given 2-D image of enhancements at a reference flux rate can be scaled by
an arbitrary factor to represent various emission rates. This is a good assumption
since the self-buoyancy of methane is negligible once mixed, making enhancements
for a model run a linear function of the flux. This allows us to efficiently create
synthetic plumes originating from sources spanning orders of magnitudes in flux
rates. In this work, we focus on plume emission rates between 0 and 2000 kg h−1,
which are the range in which the majority of typical methane point sources were
observed in Duren et al. (2019) and Frankenberg et al. (2016). Each of these
2-D images was then augmented by continuous random rotations between -170°
to 170° and translations between -30 to +30 pixels, to generate a diverse set of
possible plume orientations and center locations. Additionally, superimposed on
each image is a noise matrix with the same size as the plume image. The illustration
of this synthetic plume generation is shown in Figure 3.3. A simulated realistic
plume image consists of two key elements: the LES output that mimics a noise-free
realistic spatial distribution of the true total column enhancement at each location,
and the measurement noise from a realistic retrieval, as is feasible using AVIRIS-
NG. This measurement noise can consist of precision error and bias during the
retrieval process from radiance observation to total column enhancement estimates.
Since building a full forward model to create an observed radiance from a reflected
sunlight and compute the corresponding noise level from the detector is outside
the scope of our study, we instead used observational scenes from AVIRIS-NG
flight lines that actually contain only background variations with no real plume, but
possibly exhibit enhancement within the scenes, to represent potential random and



























Figure 3.2: Examples of simulated CH4 plume images from the LES experiments
with 1, 3, 5, 7, or 9 m s−1 geostrophic wind speeds (in x-direction) that drive the
dynamics of the plumes. Columns represent different random snapshots from each
experiment.
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surface features such as a lineated road that is unlikely to be part of a real plume.
These AVIRIS-NG scenes are what we refer to as realistic background noise. In our
work, we applied the realistic retrieval noise obtained from scenes over a variety
of surfaces, including urban, desert, and agricultural areas. It is worth noting that
using realistic noise is very important as noise over pixels can be correlated and
related to surface-methane interferences that cannot be fully eliminated with the
current sensors and retrieval processes, as the low spectral resolution such as 5 nm
in AVIRIS-NG is still prone to subtle surface interferences. This noise is thus not
random Gaussian but exhibits correlated features among adjacent pixels that could
potentially be perceived as false positive plumes, representing a challenge for the
machine learning problem.
Figure 3.3: An example of a plume image from a simulated plume superposed on
a realistic retrieval noise background based on an AVIRIS-NG observation over
agricultural area.
3.4 Method
In this section, we outline the setup for training, validation, and test data, as well as
provide details on the CNN model architecture used in this work.
Training, Validation, and Test Data
Building a successful neural network model generally requires large data samples.
These data are separated into training, validation, and test sets that share a similar
distribution, but are distinct from one another. Our training data is a set images
of plumes of different sizes and shapes under various wind speeds and background
noise. It is used to learn parameters of a model. The validation data is another set of
different images of plumes used to evaluate the performance of our trained model on
unseen plumes. It provides a benchmark on how well our model generalizes, which
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enables us to tune hyperparameters and choose the best-found model. The test set is
the other set of images kept unseen from the very beginning and takes no part in the
training and selection of the model. It is only at the very end after a model has been
selected when we apply the selected model on images of plumes in the test set to
report the final performance of our model. In our study, we randomly assigned 3000
background noise scenes into three buckets, each to be used exclusively in each of
the three sets to ensure no data contamination among them.
In our problem, we constructed our training, validation, and test data using two
different approaches. In the first setup, the training set only consisted of plume
images from the LES runs with wind speeds 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 m s−1. The validation and
test set were based on plume images from the LES runs with wind speeds 2, 4, 6,
8 m s−1, which we call scenario 1. This setup enables us to assess the performance
of a model that learns features from plumes under certain background wind speeds,
and predicts on plumes that are driven by different wind speeds. In another setup,
denoted scenario 2, we used plume images from all LES experiments, and randomly
assigned images for training, validation, and test data, respectively. In this latter
approach, the model learns from plumes under all possible wind speeds such that
it can be used to predict plumes under any wind speed condition in the real world.
Thus, we also used this model to make a prediction on a few available actual plume
observations from a controlled release experiment. We note that in the process
of preparing our data, the original LES simulated plume images were assigned
exclusively into each training, validation, and test set. No identical snapshot from
the LES was used across the sets. The same applies to the AVIRIS-NG noise scenes
in our study.
These steps help ensure that the data in the training, validation, and test sets are
independent of one another. Within each of these sets, a random augmentation (such
as scaling, rotation, and translation) was applied to each plume image. Each aug-
mented plume image was added by a random noise scene (from their corresponding
set), which independently also underwent a random augmentation process for rota-
tion, reflection, and translation. Figure 3.4 illustrates the data pipeline for building
a training, validation, and test sets. Based on the original 7000 LES plume outputs,
we separated approximately 80% of the scenes into the training set, each of which
was augmented into 50 new training images. The remaining 20% of the LES plume
outputs were separated into the validation set (15%) and the test set (5%). Each of
the images in these two sets was augmented into 10 new validation and test images.
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Figure 3.4: An illustration of a data pipeline for pre-processing plume images to be
used in training, validation, and test sets.
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This is the data setup for scenario 2. In the case of scenario 1, where we trained a
model on only “odd” wind speeds, we took half of those already augmented images
from the scenario 2 training set that corresponds to “odd” wind speed LES runs to
train the model. For the validation and test sets, we used half of those scenes within
the validation and test sets from scenario 2 that corresponds to “even” wind speed
LES runs. Table 1 summarizes the number of scenes in each data set, according to
each scenario.




Table 3.1: A table showing the number of synthetic CH4 scenes used in training,
validation, and test sets in two training scenarios.
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) Architecture
Machine learning methods have been used extensively in many fields to predictive
problems. One particularmodel inmachine learning that has found a great success in
computer vision tasks is CNN (He et al., 2016; Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Simonyan
and Zisserman, 2015; Szegedy et al., 2014). It has been the primary building
block for tasks such as face recognition, image classification, autonomous driving.
Because of its versatility, recently it has been adopted in tackling environmental
science-related problems such as gas leak classification and wild fire classification
based on remote-sensing images (Kumar et al., 2020; Pan et al., 2020; Wang et al.,
2020). However, most of the CNN applications in environmental science have been
primarily limited to classification problems. Here, for the first time, we applied
CNN to predict methane quantification directly from a 2-D image as a regression
task. We develop a customized CNNmodel based on a basic building block where a
convolutional layer is followed by a non-linear activation function, and then by amax
pooling layer. This building block is repeated multiple times before combining with
a few fully-connected layers. The final layer is an output layer that determines the
type of prediction for either classification (a probability for each class) or regression
(a scalar value).
Figure 3.5 shows the architecture of our model. In our case, we found an image
dimension of 300×300 pixels to be suitable, as it covers a range of 1.5×1.5 km2,
which can fully capture typical plume dimensions of less than 1 km, but could be
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Figure 3.5: The MethaNET CNN architecture.
extended as needed. The input image has only 1 channel representing a value of
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retrieved CH4 enhancement (this value is not bounded by 255 as typical in RGB).
We applied a masking threshold of 500 ppm-m to each plume image. This has been
chosen as a conservative threshold, close to what we expect as single-measurement
precision error from AVIRIS-NG.
The architecture of MethaNet consists of 4 convolutional layers, each with different
numbers of filters and sizes. In these layers, the input image is convolved with
those filters to provide output for the next layer. Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) is
applied as a non-linear activation function after the convolution. Max pooling layers
are also applied after some convolutional layers. A dropout layer is included as a
regularization to reduce overfitting. After these combined layers, the output is then
flattened and passed to a fully-connected layer with 64 neurons, again with ReLU
activation. This is followed by another fully-connected layer with 32 neurons and
a ReLU. Finally, the output layer contains one neuron with a scaler output for a
regression task to quantify the methane emission rate from the input image.
Although we primarily focused on building this model architecture for a regression
task, it is worth noting that this network can be modified for a classification task
by changing the output layer to be a softmax layer which has 2 neurons followed
by a softmax activation function (i.e. f(G8) = exp G8∑2
9=1 exp G 9
, where G is an input vector
of 2 elements in our case). This layer outputs a probability of whether this image
contains a plume or not. We conduct an additional experiment to demonstrate this
aspect later in Section 3.5.
3.5 Results
In this section, we show the performance of the CNN model on predicting methane
emission rates, according to the two different scenarios for preparing training, vali-
dation and test data outlined in Section 3.4. The results are shown in the following
subsection. We also provide an analysis on the lower bound of the emission rate at
which the model is still able to identify plumes from noise correctly. Performance
of the regression model on actual observational scenes from a controlled release
experiment, as well as the performance of the model in case of a classification task
are given in the subsequent subsections.
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Regression Results
Training on “Odd” Winds and Predicting on “Even” Winds
First, the CNN is trained according to the scenario 1 in which our training data
comes solely from the LES runs with 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 m s−1 (odd) background wind
speeds, while the plumes in the validation, and test sets are derived from the LES
with only 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 m s−1 (even) wind speeds. The comparison between
the true and predicted fluxes from the test set are shown in Figure 3.5. Generally,
predictions align well with the true values as indicated by the concentration of points
close to the 1:1 reference line. Themean absolute percentage error of the predictions
is 29% across all plumes. Figure 3.7 shows examples of plume images with high
prediction errors. For plumes with emission rates above 40 kg h−1, our model can
predict fluxes with a mean absolute percentage error of around 21%.



























Figure 3.6: A plot showing a comparison between true fluxes and predicted fluxes
by MethaNet when trained using only odd wind speeds to predict unseen plumes
under even wind speeds. A dashed line shows a 1:1 reference line.
We computed the mean absolute percentage errors for each case of 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10
m s−1 wind speeds for plumes above 40 kg h−1. They are 21%, 17%, 14%, 19%,
and 23%, respectively. Predictions for plumes in the case of 10 m s−1 wind speed
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Agricultural area
Wind case: 2 m/s
(A) True: 95, Predict: 240 (kg/hr)
Desert area
Wind case: 10 m/s
(B) True: 137, Predict: 92 (kg/hr)
Agricultural area
Wind case: 6 m/s
(C) True: 757, Predict: 1104 (kg/hr)
Uban area
Wind case: 8 m/s









Figure 3.7: Examples of plume images with prediction errors higher than average
for plumes over (a) agricultural area under the wind speed case of 2 m s−1, (b) desert
area, 10 m s−1, (c) agricultural area, 6 m s−1, and (d) urban area, 8 m s−1.
have larger errors and tend to underestimate the true flux rates, likely because the
model in this scenario was trained on only odd wind speeds omitting the 10 m s−1
case. At 10m s−1 wind speeds plumes have more elongated structures, which were
seen less often in the training data compared to typical structures under lower wind
speed regimes (see Figure 3.2). We observed outliers for some plumes at very low
fluxes, especially under 40 kg h−1, across all wind speed regimes. Inspection of
the scenes with low fluxes and high prediction errors reveals that these scenes have
bright surface features (high correlated noise levels), which interfere with how the
network perceives and predicts the actual fluxes from the images. For these scenes,
it is hard for even human eyes to distinguish plumes from the noise. Thus, it is hard
for the model to perform well on scenes with such an extreme case.
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The range of errors by other methods such as mentioned in Varon et al. (2018)
for plumes above 40 kg h−1, when reanalysis wind data is used, is 15−65%. The
performance of MethaNet at approximately 21% is comparable to this performance,
but it completely removes the need for wind speed data during prediction. Overall, it
is evident that our model can predict the emission rate of methane plumes accurately
without the need for wind speed information. The implication of this result in
scenario 1 also means that our model is capable of learning plumes under unseen
wind speeds. That means that our discretization in the LES wind speed prescription
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 m s−1) is fine enough. For instance, by learning the
plume shapes and spatial distribution from plumes generated in the LES run with
odd wind speeds such as 1 and 3 m s−1, the model can learn the relationship of the
plume 2-D structures and the associated emission rate from its point source under
the even wind speed of 2 m s−1. This reassures us that when we train the model on
all the available 10 LES runs, our model will be able to learn and predict plumes
under all wind speed regimes. This is a significant part in deploying the model for
a real application during field campaigns. The performance of the model trained on
all wind speeds is the subject of the next section.
Training and Predicting on All Winds
Here, the same model architecture as described in the previous subsection is trained
based on scenario 2. In this scenario, the model learns from plumes under all
wind speeds, and is validated and tested with a hold-out set of plumes, unseen from
the beginning. This hold-out data represents a diverse set of plumes that could be
detected in real world observations. The performance of the model prediction is
shown in Figure 3.8. The model performance improves from that of scenario 1; it
now has the mean absolute percentage error of 22% across all plumes and about
17% for prediction of plumes above 40 kg h−1. The improvement of prediction at
low flux rates under 40 kg h−1 is noticeable. This is likely due to the fact that the
model can learn from a larger number of data points with more diverse variations,
compared to scenario 1. To our knowledge, this level of performance at a mean
absolute percentage error of 17% is a state-of-the-art achievement for a model that
does not rely on wind speed information.
From Figure 3.7, we see how correlated noise can interfere with the scenes, of-
ten leading to poor predictive ability. To show how improved measurements and
retrievals can enhance this approach even further, we investigate the model perfor-
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--- 1:1 reference line
Figure 3.8: A plot showing a comparison between true fluxes and predicted fluxes
by MethaNet trained from all LES runs with realistic background noise to predict
unseen plumes in test set. A solid line shows a 1:1 reference line.
mancewhen the noise level becomes smaller and, more importantly, randomwithout
any spatial correlation structure. In this investigation, the background noise matrix
as illustrated in Figure 3.3 is drawn from a Gaussian distribution with a zero mean
and the standard deviation of 250 ppm-m, which is at the lower end of the range of
a typical standard deviation in the realistic background scenarios (247-550 ppm-m).
This result is shown in Figure 3.9 where we found that the performance of the model
improves with a lower mean absolute percentage error of 17% across all plumes and
only 16% for plumes above 40 kg h−1. This hints to the importance of reducing the
instrument precision error and correlated noise that comes from potential surface
interferences to achieve lower bias in the methane point source quantification.
In addition to assessing the performance of this model in our test data set, we
applied the model to an actual observation from a controlled release experiment.
The analysis is given in the next section.
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--- 1:1 reference line
Figure 3.9: A plot similar to figure 3.8, but with the synthetic plume images
that instead contain lower and uncorrelated noise, which is drawn from Gaussian
distribution with a zero mean and a standard deviation of 250 ppm-m. A solid line
shows a 1:1 reference line.
Results Predicting a Controlled Release Experiment
To further demonstrate the validity of this method, we applied our model to actual
2-D scenes of a methane column enhancement retrieved using a match filter retrieval
algorithm from AVIRIS-NG radiance observations at 5 nm in the 2.1-2.3 microns
band. This is obtained from a controlled-release experiment from a natural gas
pipeline located at Victorville, CA (34.8, -117.3), during 15−17 June, 2017, with a
flux release of 39 ± 5 kg h−1. The three snapshots of the same plume from this source
is shown in Figure 3.10 with their corresponding surface sonic wind measurements
during the overpasses. Based on each snapshot, we feed the 2-D image into our
trained model and directly obtain a prediction of emission rate of the source in a
one-shot manner. The predicted flux rates are 33, 26, and 32 kg h−1 for panel (A),
(B), and (C). The mean and standard deviation is 31 and 3, respectively. This is
consistent with the actual rate within one standard deviation. The mean prediction
is approximately 20% deviated from the true value.
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6/15/17, 19:18:01 UTC
Surface sonic wind 1.8 m/s
(A) Predicted flux of 33 kg/hr
6/15/17, 19:11:43 UTC
Surface sonic wind 0.9 m/s
(B) Predicted flux of 26 kg/hr
6/17/17, 20:04:10 UTC
Surface sonic wind 0.8 m/s









Figure 3.10: Controlled release experiment conducted atVictorville, CA. The scenes
represent 3 overpasses with a controlled flux rate of 39 kg h−1.
Detection
A step towards future automated quantification of localized sources at global scales
is to filter out which images can be fed into the quantification routines. To further
examine to what extent the MethaNet approach can distinguish small plumes that
are interfering with high levels of noise, we modified the MethaNet for a related but
potentially simpler task as a classification model to predict whether a scene contains
a plume. This is achieved by changing the output layer of the MethaNet to be a
softmax layer that outputs the probability for each of the two classes (contains plume
or no plume). Scenes with no plumes are those scenes that have zero flux rates and
only contain the background noise. We prepared the training, validation, and test
data for the classification by fixing the plume flux rates to be zero half of the time in
the plume augmentation step (as described in Section 3.4) before the noise scenes
were added. Here, we train the model to just predict whether there is a plume or
not. The classification accuracy for the test scenes with plumes of different emission
rates is shown in Figure 3.11 (blue line). Above 100 kg h−1, the model can predict
the plume in the scene with an accuracy of more than 90%, providing a basis that
the model is able to see the structure of the plume. The classification accuracy drops
to just above 50% for plumes with emission rates around 50-60 kg h−1, implying
that at this level of emission, the plumes are no longer well distinguished from
noise that exists in our retrieval background noise data. This range of emission
rates is consistent with what we have found from the regression task in the previous
subsections. The overall false positive rate is 12%. Examples of false positives
and false negative predictions from MethaNet in the classification task are shown in
Figure 3.12.
From both Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.12, we see how correlated noise can interfere with
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Figure 3.11: A plot showing the accuracy ofMethaNet predictions for a classification
task on plumes of different emission rates, calculated within each flux range.
True flux rate: 0 kg/hr
Predict: Yes, Plume
(A) False positive
True flux rate: 0 kg/hr
Predict: Yes, Plume
(B) False positive
True flux rate: 0 kg/hr
Predict: Yes, Plume
(C) False positive
True flux rate: 74 kg/hr
Predict: No Plume
(D) False negative
True flux rate: 84 kg/hr
Predict: No Plume
(E) False negative











Figure 3.12: Examples of false positives and false negative predictions from
MethaNet in the classification task.
the scenes, often leading to poor predictive ability. To emphasize how improved
measurements and retrievals could lead to an increasedmodel performance, we once
again investigated the case when the background noise as illustrated in Figure 3.3 is
drawn from a Gaussian distribution with a zero mean and the standard deviation of
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250 ppm-m, which is at the lower end of the range of a typical standard deviation
in the realistic background scenarios (247-550 ppm-m). This result is shown in
Figure 3.11 (orange line), where we observe that the performance of the model
improves noticeably for small plumes under 100 kg h−1. We found that the accuracy
of detection improved by around 10-20% for flux rates between 40-75 kg h−1.
This finding underlines the point that our model can much better differentiate the
plume from background noise when the noise is low and uncorrelated, i.e. random.
Systematic structures that occur in the realistic noise impacts both the detection and
quantification accuracy by appearing as misleading enhancements. This implies that
to achieve even better performance in the future, it is vital to develop an instrument
or a retrieval method that can reduce retrieval precision error and minimize retrieval
biases from interferences with surface properties. Increasing spectral resolution
would be an obvious way of better disentangling narrow atmospheric gas absorption
features from broader solid/liquid reflectance features at the surface (Thorpe et al.,
2016).
3.6 Concluding Remarks
In this study, we demonstrate a novel approach using deep learning to quantify
methane gas emission based on high-resolution airborne imagery. Our method
shows that an accurate estimate of methane emission rates can be directly ob-
tained from CH4 enhancement images without the need of simultaneous wind speed
measurements. Our Convolutional Neural Network model can train the mapping
between 2-D plume images and their corresponding source emission rates under
various wind speed conditions. The training data are derived from realistic plume
simulation using LES and realistic retrieval noise from AVIRIS-NG field obser-
vations. Our simulated CH4 images represent a diverse set of realistic plumes of
various emission rates between 0-2000 kg h−1 in different landscapes ranging from
urban and desert to agriculture areas.
Our error analysis based on the model prediction of a hold-out set of unseen scenes
shows an error of around 17% on average for plumes with emission rates above
40 kg h−1. For smaller plumes with emission rates under 40 kg h−1, the model
appears to be less accurate under a situation where the background noise is higher
and spatially correlated. Under such scenarios, the small methane enhancements
can interfere with the systematic background noise. If we also account for small
plumes, the model can still predict with an error of approximately 22%. This level
of error is a significant improvement from other approaches, while it completely
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removes the dependence on meteorological wind speed data which might not be
reliable or available at high spatial resolution everywhere. An independent test on a
controlled release experiment data over Victorville, CA, also validates a consistent
prediction performance for MethaNet in real observations.
We further investigate the limit of small emission rates at which our model becomes
unable to separate an actual plume from background noise. This is carried out
by adjusting the output of our network for a simpler task, which is to make a
binary prediction whether an image contains a CH4 plume. Our analysis illustrates
that below around 50-60 kg h−1, the model struggles to classify the plume with an
accuracy of less than 50%. Thus, the emission rate at around 50 kg h−1 appears to be
a threshold underwhich theMethaNetmodelwill start to deteriorate. Inspection over
these scenes of small plumes in the presence of surface retrieval noise reveals that it
is very hard even for human eyes to distinguish whether a plume exists in the scene
or the enhancement is due to background surface interferences. Correlated noise in
the scenes with high prediction errors seems to come from surface interferences in
the methane retrievals. A possible solution to make the model robust against this
noise could be to incorporate other spectral channels such as RGB and incorporate
this as part of the input to the network. The extra channels may potentially help the
model differentiate areas of high correlated noise from the actual plume.
It should be noted that our LES modelling has the assumption that the topography
is flat in our simulation domain. Different topographies of the areas from which
CH4 plumes are emitted such as on a hill or near surface obstacle (e.g.rocks or
trees) could alter the spatial distribution of the plume. Another assumption in our
LES is that our current emissions are at the ground level; the model does not yet
incorporate direct emission that could be released at a height above the ground.
Incorporating these additional features in the future could make our model even
more applicable across a wider range of emission conditions, but it is currently
outside the scope of this study. However, given that most typical areas of significant
CH4 emissions are in the flat areas such as oil fields, our approach has the potential
for applications in common real-world scenarios. While we trained our CNNmodel
on predicting plume emission rates from observations at a spatial resolution of 5 m
from an airborne instrument such as AVIRIS-NG, our general modelling framework
can be applicable to observations at different spatial resolution and instrument
sensitivity. For a new instrument at different spatial resolution, the model should be
retrained using new training data by applying the new instrument column averaging
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kernel to the LES 3-D output to generate a new dataset of 2-D plume scenes that
would be observed under such an instrument. The error characteristics of the new
instrument measurements should also be incorporated to inform the choice of noise
characteristics in the simulated plume images used in the training process. This
modelling framework can also be applied to CO2 with a change in the values of
column averaging kernel used to simulate the total column enhancement that would
be observed by a remote sensing instrument.
We have shown that this model can be applied to quantifying methane point-source
emission in a quick and automated manner based directly on plume images alone.
While the range of methane emissions prescribed in this study was between 0 and
2000 kg h−1, we believe that the same approach can be applied to train plume
images with other flux ranges as the plume enhancement in such case will be even
more prominent compared to the background noise. In addition, our study found
that low uncorrelated random noise from the retrieval process can greatly improve
the predictions of smaller methane plumes. This hints to an important aspect,
namely the need to develop instruments and/or methods to minimize and randomize
retrieval noise. As many retrieval biases are related to surface interferences, a better
instrument spectral resolution would help disentangling atmospheric absorption
features from surface spectral features. With the level of performance of MethaNet,
we believe it could be applied to recent large-scale flight campaigns to improve
previous emission rate estimates. This also has immediate implications for future
AVIRIS-NG flight campaigns. The methodology described in this study could
also be applied to anticipated satellites such as The Earth Surface Mineral Dust
Source Investigation (EMIT) that will providemethanemeasurements at finer spatial
resolutions than currently available from space.
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C h a p t e r 4
REMOTE SENSING OF METHANE PLUMES: INSTRUMENT
TRADEOFF ANALYSIS FOR DETECTING AND QUANTIFYING
LOCAL SOURCES AT GLOBAL SCALE
This paper is under review in:
Jongaramrungruang, S. et al. (2021). “Remote sensing of methane plumes: instru-
ment tradeoff analysis for detecting and quantifying local sources at global scale”.
In: Atmospheric Measurement Techniques, Under Review.
4.1 Abstract
Methane (CH4) is the 2nd most important anthropogenic greenhouse gas with a
significant impact on radiative forcing, tropospheric air quality, and stratospheric
water vapor. Remote-sensing observations enable the detection and quantification
of local methane emissions across large geographical areas, which is a critical step
for understanding local flux distributions, and subsequently prioritizing mitigation
strategies. Obtaining methane column concentration measurements with low noise
andminimal surface interference has direct consequences for accurately determining
the location and emission rates of methane sources. The quality of retrieved column
enhancements depends on the choices of instrument and retrieval parameters. Here,
we studied the changes in precision error and bias as a result of different spectral
resolutions, instrument optical performance, and detector exposure times by using
a realistic instrument noise model. In addition, we formally analyzed the impact
of spectrally complex surface albedo features on retrievals using the Iterative Max-
imum a Posteriori−Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (IMAP-DOAS)
algorithm. We built an end-to-end modelling framework that can simulate observed
radiances from reflected solar irradiance through a simulatedCH4 plume over several
natural and man-made surfaces. Our analysis shows that complex surface features
can alias into retrieved methane abundances, explaining the existence of retrieval
biases in current airborne methane observations. The impact can be mitigated with
higher spectral resolution and a larger polynomial degree to approximate surface
albedo variations. Using a spectral resolution of 1.5 nm, an exposure time of 20 ms,
and a polynomial degree of 25, a retrieval precision error below 0.007mole m−2 or
1.0% of total atmospheric CH4 column can be achieved for high albedo cases, while
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minimizing the bias due to surface interference such that the noise is uncorrelated
among various surfaces. At coarser spectral resolutions, it becomes increasingly
harder to separate complex surface albedo features from atmospheric absorption
features. Our modelling framework provides the basis for assessing trade-offs for
future remote-sensing instruments and algorithmic designs. For instance, we find
that improving the spectral resolution beyond 0.2 nm would actually decrease the
retrieval precision as detector readout noise will play an increasing role. Our work
contributes towards building an enhanced monitoring system that can measure CH4
concentration fields to determine methane sources accurately and efficiently at scale.
4.2 Introduction
Anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions have been rising continuously, affecting
the global climate and the environment (Stocker et al., 2013). Among the most
important anthropogenic emissions are carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4).
Due to amuch shorter lifetime ofCH4 (≈9 years) compared toCO2 (≈500years), CH4
has gained attention as target for mitigation efforts to achieve short- and medium-
term reductions of global warming (Montzka et al., 2011b; Prather et al., 2012;
Shindell et al., 2012). In general, anthropogenic methane emissions are also much
more uncertain than those of carbon dioxide, which can often be characterized to
within approximately 10% just from budget assumptions (Gurney et al., 2019). For
instance, just the question whether or not the leak rate in the natural gas extraction
system is 1 or 2% is equivalent to a 100% uncertainty in methane emissions. At the
same time, leak rate outliers (Frankenberg et al., 2016; Duren et al., 2019; Cusworth
et al., 2021) are often local in nature and easily fixable, representing a win-win
scenario if faulty equipment or practices can be readily detected, and then efficiently
mitigated. As CH4 reduction plays a significant role in climate mitigation efforts,
one key step in emission reduction is determining where these emissions are coming
from. This is underpinned in the 2018 NASA Decadal Survey, which calls out the
identification and understanding of CH4 emissions as one of the top priorities in
the efforts to improve future climate projections, and help lead the way in emission
reduction (Sciences and Medicine, 2018).
Remote-sensing instruments using absorption spectroscopy have emerged as one
promising solution for measuring atmospheric CH4 concentration over large geo-
graphical areas. Space-based CH4 retrieval techniques from satellite observations
such as the SCanning Imaging Absorption SpectroMeter for Atmospheric CHar-
tographY (SCIAMACHY, Frankenberg et al., 2005a; Frankenberg et al., 2011) and
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the Greenhouse gases Observing SATellite (GOSAT, Parker et al., 2011; Parker
et al., 2015; Turner et al., 2015) were dedicated missions with CH4 as a key target.
They used CH4 absorption features in the 1.6 and 2.3 µm bands to retrieve column
CH4 concentration across the globe. The TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument
(TROPOMI) with a spatial resolution of a few kilometers has also been shown to
be capable of identifying regions of high emissions (Gouw et al., 2020; Hu et al.,
2018). These satellites, which have been designed by the atmospheric community,
have particular sets of goals and instrument specifications that are mostly targeted
towards obtaining regional-scale methane distributions with high accuracy and pre-
cision. Most of these satellites were designed to measure gradients of methane
concentration across hundreds to thousands of kilometers of scale, as this enables
surface flux inversions at the global scale. Typically, all of these instruments have
one feature in common—they have very high spectral resolution (0.05-0.25 nm)
to distinguish individual methane absorption lines from spectrally smooth surface
albedo variations. However, due to their coarse spatial resolutions, the measure-
ments are not yet at a level where local sources can be identified, attributed to a
specific source type (e.g. compressor station or well pad), and mitigated directly.
One potential solution to fill this scale gap is using an airborne instrument that has
much higher spatial resolution such as the Methane Airborne MAPper (MAMAP,
Gerilowski et al., 2011) or the next-generation Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging
Spectrometer (AVIRIS-NG, Thorpe et al., 2017). The latter is based on the insight
that methane column enhancements at high spatial resolution (a few meters) can be
so high that the retrieval of the absorbing feature can be done even with moderate
spectral resolution (5−10 nm). If the methane column is expressed similar to the
Dobson unit, i.e. as the thickness of a layer of pure gas which would be formed
by the total column amount at standard conditions, the layer thickness at current
background methane conditions would only be about 1.6 cm. Thus, a pure methane
layer of only 1.6mm would enhance the total column by 10%, which is certainly
realistic for measurements of methane point sources at fine spatial resolution.
Bradley et al. (2011) and Thorpe et al. (2014) were among the first to show that
moderate resolution instruments can detect methane plumes, even when the strong
2.3 µm methane band is convolved with the AVIRIS (10 nm) or AVIRIS-NG (5 nm)
instrument line-shape functions. While individual lines are hard to resolve, the
strong methane band in this range causes enough fine-structure in terms of bulk ab-
sorptions by a multitude of methane lines within the instrument resolution. Previous
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studies by Frankenberg et al. (2016), Duren et al. (2019) and Cusworth et al. (2021)
have utilizedAVIRIS-NG to conduct field campaigns in California, the Four-Corners
region, and the Permian basin where they could create a map of methane enhance-
ments in the area and detected several hundreds of individualmethane sources, which
followed a heavy-tail flux distribution. The concept of this airborne spectrometer
provides a signal of opportunity for local source detection and quantification. How-
ever, the instrument was not originally designed for methane detection, and it does
not meet the same precision and accuracy requirements as those satellites from
the atmospheric community for methane retrieval at a global scale, which require
accuracy better than 1%, equivalent to enhancements of about 19 ppb in XCH4 (or
4·1017 molec cm−2, 0.007 mole m−2 or 152 ppm −m). One significant drawback of
coarse spectral resolution is the occurrence of retrieval artefacts that often correlate
with specific surface features (see Figure 4.1). This can confound the detection and
quantification of methane point sources in the analysis and obviate the robust detec-
tion of subtle gradients at larger spatial scales (Jongaramrungruang et al., 2021 (in
review)). Even though most strong plumes can be observed, the uncertainties in the
overall detection and quantification at the regional level can present persistent prob-
lems and often involve human judgement to isolate plumes from artefacts. In fact,
during each of the California survey, the Four-corners study, and the Permian survey
(Duren et al., 2019, Frankenberg et al., 2016, Cusworth et al., 2021), human analysts
were involved in a manual process to look through each flight line to classify true
emission sources from false positives. Similarly, in previous space-based studies to
locate and approximate a large emission such as a blowout event, prior information
about the location of the source is usually already known, making it much easier to
find a true methane source from space-based measurements over the area after the
fact. There are ongoing efforts to develop automated plume detection for existing
instruments. Future real-time monitoring systems would greatly benefit from next
generation instruments that would reduce retrieval artifacts and provide retrievals
with improved accuracy, such that remote-sensing measurements can be analyzed
to locate and quantify plumes automatically, at scale. Hence the origination of this
study.
If we had the opportunity to design a new instrument that is optimized for methane
retrievals at fine spatial resolution (sub 50-m), what would the specifications of this
instrument look like? Thorpe et al. (2016) proposed a 1 nm instrument to mitigate
the drawbacks of AVIRIS-NG. To fully evaluate optimal performance metrics, we
have to consider the tradeoff between spectral and spatial resolutions and concomi-
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Figure 4.1: Example of systematic outliers from a retrieved AVIRIS-NG scene
(right) compared with an RGB image (left).
tant changes in detector noise characteristics. On the one hand, the instrument
needs to meet the requirements of the atmospheric community so that it can un-
ambiguously differentiate methane from other confounding factors. On the other
hand, the instrument should have adequate integration time to achieve high spatial
resolution with sufficient signal-to-noise levels. Here, we investigate this tradeoff
and evaluate risks and benefits for methane retrievals at fine resolutions with the
purpose of successfully detecting and quantifying local sources in mind. We built an
end-to-end modeling framework that can generate reflected solar radiance through
a methane plume of known concentration over realistic surfaces, and perform the
retrieval from the corresponding observed radiance under a given instrument to out-
put the predicted methane concentration in each column. Our model calculates the
noise-equivalent spectral radiance (NESR) as a function of incoming radiance and
instrument parameters such as integration time, detector size, quantum efficiency,
readout noise, and spectral resolution, rather than prescribing the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) as an independent variable. By varying the instrument and retrieval
parameters, we can derive the associated precision error and bias from the retrieval.
We also compare the tradeoff between the two most frequently used fitting windows
in the 1.6 and 2.3 µm ranges.
Section 4.3 outlines the background on radiative transfer, followed by data and
methodology on the forward model with realistic surface reflectances, instrument
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operators, and retrieval setups. Results and discussion are provided in Section 4.4.
The final section contains concluding remarks and future steps.
4.3 Data and Methodology
For the sake of simplicity, we ignore the impact of atmospheric scattering, as
Rayleigh scattering is negligible in the near-infrared and the impact of aerosols is
rather small compared to methane enhancements in the near-field of local sources.
While aerosols can cause small systematic biases in the retrieved methane amount,
their impact on measuring anomalies caused by methane plumes should be rather
small. In addition, the precision error is not strongly affected by neglecting at-
mospheric scattering, and experience with previous moderate resolution methane
mapping has shown that surface interferences are more crucial. In the absence of
atmospheric scattering and assuming a Lambertian surface, the reflected radiance
as measured by an instrument at the top of the atmosphere in the Nadir direction can
be modelled as




where 0 stands for the incoming solar irradiance spectrum, )_↓ the atmospheric
transmission along the photon light-path downwards to the surface, A_ the surface
albedo, )_↑ the transmission along the light-path on the way up from the surface to
the instrument, and (/ the solar zenith angle. Figure 4.2 illustrates a schematic
for Equation 4.1. The subscript _ denotes the wavelength dependence of these
variables. The multiplication in Equation 4.1 is element-wise for each wavelength
in the spectral range of interest.
Incoming Solar Irradiance
Weconstructed 0,_ bymultiplying a continuum level spectrumwith a high-resolution
solar transmission spectrum that includes absorption features in the sun’s photo-
sphere, so-called Fraunhofer lines. These absorption features are caused by trace
elements in the solar photosphere. The continuum spectrum is obtained from Mef-
tah, M. et al. (2018) with 0.2 nm resolution. We fitted a 3A3-order polynomial to this
measured spectra in a 1.4 - 2.5 µm range to obtain a smooth continuum spectrum.
A disk integrated solar transmission spectrum is obtained from a tabulated line-list
compiled by Toon (2015). We interpolated the baseline and transmission spectra to
a common 0.01 nm resolution grid, and multiplied them to obtain a high-resolution
solar irradiance 0,_.
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Figure 4.2: A schematic for reflected sunlight from the sun through the atmosphere
to a spectrometer in space.
Atmospheric Transmission
The atmospheric transmission can be modelled using the Lambert-Beer Law by
dividing the atmosphere into vertical layers, eachwith constant pressure, temperature
and gas number density. We calculate absorption cross-sections for each layer using









=8,: f8,: (_) × ":
))
, (4.2)
where 8 denotes the 8Cℎ gas species, : the kCℎ layer, = the vertical column density
(molecules cm−2), and f the gas absorption cross-section (which is a function of
pressure (%) and temperature ())). The air mass factor (") per layer denotes the
ratio of the integrated number concentration along the actual photon light-path and
the geometric vertical integration. In the absence of scattering, it is 1/2>B((/)
for the incoming light at SZA, and equal to 1 for the outgoing light as seen in Nadir.
The transmission of the atmosphere is calculated from the background gas con-
centrations from the top of the atmosphere (TOA) to the surface. In addition, we
consider the enhancements due to local gas emissions which we primarily consid-
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ered to reside between the atmospheric boundary layer (BL) and the surface. The
instrument is assumed to be located at the TOA.
For the background transmission, we divided the atmosphere into 72 layers, and
used an atmospheric profile for ? and ) from the Four-Corners area (lat = 36.8◦, lon
= -108◦). We considered H2O, CO2, and CH4 in the background. Concentration
of H2O is obtained from the MERRA reanalysis (Rienecker et al., 2011) vertical
profile. For simplicity, background CO2 and CH4 are set to volume mixing ratios of
400 ppm and 2000 ppb, respectively. For the gas enhancement within the BL, 300
vertical layers are used to model a simulated 3-D methane plume enhancement from
Large Eddy Simulation (LES) output. The LES enables a realistic simulation of how
methane concentrations from a point source evolve in space and time, as it generates
the time-resolved three-dimensionalCH4 distribution in the boundary layer. The full
description of the LES model setup for CH4 plume emanating from a point source
can be found in Matheou and Bowman (2016), with the model parameterization and
initialization detailed in Jongaramrungruang et al. (2019). We computed the gas
absorption cross sections in each layer using an open-source Julia radiative transfer
tool that calculates the cross-section efficiently using the HITRAN database and
GPU capability (Gordon et al., 2017). A Voigt absorption line shape is used in our
study. We note that we used 300 vertical layers in the BL in the full forward model
to simulate the observed outgoing spectra, but will use a much smaller number of
layers in the retrieval step (more details later).
Surface Reflectance
To analyze the impact of surface spectral features, we compiled a database of
different surface albedos from the ECOSTRESS spectral library (Meerdink et al.,
2019) to investigate the impact on our traditional retrieval technique that we use from
space, in which the surface is typically characterized by a low-order polynomial
in wavelength. In fact, many spectroscopic measurement techniques rely on the
fact that atmospheric features exhibit sharp absorption features while surfaces are
spectrally smooth (Platt and Stutz, 2008). From a physical perspective, this is
related to more rapid quenching of an excited state in solids or liquids as well as
the suppression of rotational energy levels. At the same time, this separation of
high-frequency atmospheric features from low-frequency surface features is at the
core of our study, as instruments such as AVIRIS(-NG) have spectral resolutions
that can blur the separation between frequencies, allowing surface features to alias
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into methane retrievals.
The compiled database contains more than 2000 surfaces over 5 main categories
of rock, soil, mineral, photosynthetic and non-photosynthetic vegetation, and man-
made construction materials. Examples of these surface albedos near the 2.3 µm
CH4 absorption range are shown in Figure 4.3. The typical spectral resolution of
the database is 2 nm, and we resampled all spectra to a common grid, subsequently
used with spline interpolation in our high-resolution forward model at 0.01 nm.
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Figure 4.3: Albedo spectral variations near 2.3 µm from distinct surface reflectances
in our database.
Based on this database, we can create an arbitrarily diverse set of surfaces underlying
the simulated 3-D methane field. For example, a checkerboard-styled tile consisting
of 3 × 10 surfaces can be constructed before we overlay the 3-D plume. A retrieval
can then be applied for each pixel across the source to visualize the impact on
precision error and bias caused by different surfaces. We also used LANDSAT
data (Wulder et al., 2019) to represent a natural distribution of surfaces in the
Durango area, Colorado. Although it is a 30-m resolution, we can upsample the
surface grids to 5-m each. At each pixel, we matched the measured surface albedo
from LANDSAT observations at 0.48, 0.56, 0.65, 0.87, 1.61, and 2.20 µm to the




Convolution and Observed Spectra
The actual observed spectrum that is recorded by the instrument is the convolution
of the high-resolution incident light !_ with the instrument line shape, denoted here




! (_′) q(_ − _′) 3_′ (4.3)
where ! (_) is the incident spectra on the device and <> denotes the convolution
with the instrument kernel q. The convolved spectrum can then be interpolated and
resampled to the output wavelength grids (_>DC) of the instrument, in an observing
spectral range of interest. This output spectra is used as the measurement vector in
the retrieval process (more details in the retrieval setup section).
The instrument kernel q is modelled using a Gaussian distribution with zero mean
and a given Full-Width-Half-Maximum (FWHM). In our experiment, we treated
the FWHM as an independent variable that varies between 0.04 and 10.0 nm. The
FWHM is a key property of an instrument that determines what spectral variations
can be resolved. For instance, if the spectral resolution is coarser than the rotational
fine-structure of a vibrational-rotational absorption band, the P and R branches of
this band will appear as just two separate broad-band absorption features. The
spectral sampling interval (SSI) varied accordingly with FWHM. Here, we use two
cases of SSI equal to FWHM/2.5 (near Nyquist sampling in atmospheric sounders)
and FWHM/1.0 (critical sampling as in AVIRIS-type imaging spectrometers).
Noise-equivalent Spectral Radiance
Towards designing the optimal instrument, we have to evaluate the trade space
of spectral resolution, spatial resolution, and detector characteristics. Previous
studies evaluated the trade space between signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and spectral
resolution, treating the SNR as an independent variable when varying the spectral
resolution (Thorpe et al., 2016; Cusworth et al., 2019; Ayasse et al., 2019). However,
the SNRdeteriorates at higher spectral resolution, as fewer photons are being counted
by each detector pixel. To evaluate this properly, we start working from an instrument
model directly where the noise is a function of incoming radiance, and parameters
such as integration time, F number, detector pixel, and the spectral resolution, as
described in Strandgren et al. (2020). In this approach, the SNR will be a dependent
variable based on our instrument specifications and the actual observed radiance.
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The electronic signal measured by each detector pixel can be expressed as (Strand-
gren et al., 2020):
( =< !_ >
c34C
4 5 2=D<
· [ · &4 · Δ_ · C8=C , (4.4)
where < !_ > is our simulated radiance, 34C the detector pixel area, 5=D< the
instrument’s f number, [ the optical efficiency of the spectrometer, &4 the quantum
efficiency of the detector, Δ_ the SSI, and C8=C the integration time.
For the NESR, we consider two dominant noise terms, namely shot noise (propor-
tional to
√
() and effective readout noise fA>:
#(' = f!_ =
√
( + f2A> . (4.5)
For the analyses in this study, we varied FWHMfrom0.04 nm to 10.0 nm, integration
time from 5ms to 105ms, with other default parameter setups as described in
Table 4.1, unless stated specifically otherwise.
Table 4.1: A table for default parameter settings in our simulations.
Parameter Value
Integration time 20 ms
Detector size 30.0 `m
F-number 2.4
Quantum efficiency 0.95




The retrieval forward model is similar to that described earlier in the atmospheric
transmission section. The main difference is that we now treat the methane concen-
tration in the boundary layer as elements of the state vector that we want to retrieve,
as the methane profile is unknown during the observation. A much smaller number
of layers to represent methane enhancements within the boundary layers is used.
This is an important consideration when dealing with moderate spectral resolution
since the information content is not high enough to discriminate between different
layers. Polynomial terms are also used to represent the change in surface reflectance
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with wavelength. The forward model can be written mathematically as
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(4.6)
where ®H is the measurement vector, %3 (_) a Legendre polynomial term at degree 3,
03 a coefficient for each %3 (_), and  the number of polynomial degree used in the
retrieval. To evaluate the polynomial degree within the fitting range, we converted
the wavelength range within the fitting window to span -1 through 1. Here, the state
vector ®G consists of the vertical column density (molecules cm−2) of the respective
gases in different layers and polynomial coefficients accounting for low-frequency
surface features.
In our experiment, we set the number of water vapour and methane concentration
layers to be 2 and 10, respectively. We vary the number of polynomial degree,
, to investigate its ability to disentangle the surface spectral variations from the
atmospheric features, while simultaneously considering different instrument spectral
resolutions. Spectrally smooth surface albedos might only require a few polynomial
coefficients while more complex surface features within the 260 nm fitting window
can require more than 25 coefficients, as will be shown later.
Optimal Estimation
To solve for the optimal state vector from this nonlinear system, we used the Itera-
tive Maximum a Posteriori−Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (IMAP-
DOAS) approach (Frankenberg et al., 2005a). Based on maximizing the a posteriori
probability density function as introduced to the atmospheric community byRodgers
(2000), the iterative solution can be written as
®G8+1 = ®G0 + (Ki)Sn−1Ki + Sa−1)−1Ki)Sn−1 · [®H −  (®G8) +Ki(®G8 − ®G0)] (4.7)
where ®G8 is the state vector at the 8Cℎ iteration, ®G0 a priori state vector, Sn the
measurement error covariance matrix, Sa a priori covariance matrix, and Ki the
Jacobian of the forward model evaluated at ®G8.  (®G8) stands for a forward model
at each ®G8. When consecutive changes in the reduced j2 of the fit drop below a
tolerance level of 10−3, we stop iterations. The Jacobian matrix Ki is computed
analytically in each 8Cℎ iteration using automatic differentiation techniques. The a
priori covariance matrix Sa helps constrain the fit based on the possible range of
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concentration (thus ®(0 is a square matrix with a size equal to the length of ®G8). Here,
we use loose prior constraints, thus having no significant impact on the retrieved
total columns or posterior errors. The measurement error covariance matrix Sn is
a matrix, in which the diagonal elements are the estimated variances of instrument
noise at the observed wavelength grid _>DC (thus Sn is a square matrix with a size
equal to the length of _>DC). These variances are computed from the instrument
noise model outlined earlier.
Error Estimations
The posteriori error estimate Ŝ = (K)SnK+Sa−1)−1 provides the full error covariance
matrix of the retrieved state vector ®̂G. The quantity of interest in our application
for CH4 detection and quantification is the total column concentration of CH4.
To obtain this quantity from our retrieval, we can find the summation of the state
vector elements over indices corresponding to CH4. We can thus define a summation
operator ®ℎ of the same size as the state vector, filled with ones where CH4 state vector
elements are located and zeros elsewhere. The summation of the total column is
readily derived as ®ℎ) ®̂G and the variance of the total column is computed as ®ℎ) Ŝ®ℎ
(Rodgers, 2000). The bias error is obtained as the difference between the best
estimated value in the absence of instrument noise and the true CH4 vertical column
enhancement.
LES CH4 Plumes
The LES is used to generate the time-resolved three-dimensional CH4 distribution
in the boundary layer. This provides a realistic distribution of how methane con-
centrations from a point source on the ground evolve across the area. The flow in
the boundary layer is driven by a constant geostrophic wind in the x direction, influ-
encing the shape of the plume. We conducted LES experiments with a geostrophic
wind speed of 4 m s−1 with a range of emission rates from 50 to 5000 kg h−1
To simulate the reflected sunlight over the area of a CH4 emission source, we use the
output from LES that has a realistic 3-D concentration field of CH4 at a prescribed
emission rate and overlay this on top of surface tiles of different albedos. Within
each tile, the albedo is chosen from a distinct surface in our database. Figure 4.4
illustrates this conceptual setup.
At each pixel, the high-resolution outgoing reflected radiance can be calculated and
subsequently be convolved with the instrument kernel. This yields the simulated
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Figure 4.4: A schematic showing the setup for a methane plume over different
surface tiles, each of which contains one surface albedo from our database.
observed radiance at each pixel that we implemented as a measurement vector.
Accordingly, the pixel radiances are then converted to signal strength in electrons
and respective noise levels using our instrumentmodel. The IMAP-DOAS algorithm
is applied to retrieve the column CH4 and provide error estimates. We can vary the
instrument parameters as well as the number of polynomial degrees in the retrieval
to explore their relationship with the associated errors.
4.4 Results and Discussion
Simulated High-Resolution and Observed Radiance
As a first step towards understanding the effect of the instrument spectral resolution,
we simulated high-resolution spectrum < !_ > in the 1.6 µm and 2.3 µm bands
and their corresponding Jacobians for instruments with FWHM of 0.2, 1.5, 5.0, and
10.0 nm. This simulation is based on the CH4 concentration profile near an origin
of the methane plume with an emission rate of 200 kg h−1, over a construction
concrete (albedo index 1 in Figure 4.3), with simulations shown in Figure 4.5.
As the instrument FWHM increases, individual absorption lines are increasingly
blurred, and the less high-resolution absorption features are recorded. The Jacobian
represents the change in radiance with respect to the changes in gas concentration.
Here we show the Jacobian for CH4 and H2O close to the ground. For the 1.6 µm
band, the total radiance is in the range of 20-30mW m−2 nm−1 sr−1, and we observed
the strongest absorption feature between 1.66-1.67 µm, covering the Q-branch in the
2a3 band. On the other hand, for the 2.3 µm band, the radiance varies from around
10 to 3 mW m−2 nm−1 sr−1 across the band. The CH4 absorption features are much
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stronger and prominent over a wider range from 2.2 to 2.4 µm. To compare the two
fitting windows in terms of their effectiveness in CH4 measurements, we explore



























































































Figure 4.5: Simulated reflected solar radiance through a plume of 200 kg h−1, over
a concrete surface as observed by instruments of different FWHM in the two fitting
windows of 1.6 µm (left) and 2.3 µm (right). The grey background is the originally
calculated spectra at 0.01 nm.
Comparisons of Two CH4 Fitting Windows
We investigate the comparison between two different CH4 fitting windows near
1.6 and 2.3 µm. At 1.6 µm, the incoming solar irradiance is higher, which could
enhance the signal-to-noise ratio. However, at 2.3 µm, the CH4 absorption features
are more numerous and prominent over a broader wavelength range, which should
increase sensitivity for the CH4 retrieval. Thus, there is a potential trade-off between
the advantages and disadvantages of both retrieval windows. It is not immediately
obvious which fittingwindowwould result in a lower precision error. This could also
depend on the spectral resolution, as spectral fine-structure changes with increasing
FWHM differently in both windows. Understanding this trade-off will help guide
the development of future instruments.
The resolve that which band is better suited for minimizing CH4 retrieval errors also
depends on typical surface albedos at 1.6 and 2.3 µm. We visualized the relative
values of surface albedo at 1.6 and 2.3 µm across all surfaces in our database colored
by their main surface categories in Figure 4.6. Most surfaces lie in the region where
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their albedos at 1.6 and 2.3 µm are relatively equal (along the 1:1 line). Only a few
surfaces have a much higher albedo at 2.3 µm compared to that at 1.6 µm, while
there is a cluster of low-albedo surfaces for which the 1.6 µm albedo is about twice as
high as at 2.3 µm. To compare the two fitting windows, we take two extreme surface
examples: one with albedo of 0.87 at 1.6 µm and 0.14 at 2.3 µm, and another one
with albedo of 0.21 at 1.6 µm and 0.79 at 2.3 µm. We also consider a representative
surface with an equal albedo of 0.51 at both 1.6 and 2.3 µm.
Figure 4.6: Scatter plot showing the relative values of reflectance at 1.6 vs 2.3 µm
for different surface types. Each point is a distinct surface, and the color shows the
type to which it belongs. Cross marks represent three example surfaces that we used
in the comparison analyses.
In Figure 4.7, we compared the precision errors based on the twofittingwindows over
the three surfaces using a polynomial degree of 25, using fittingwindows as displayed
in Figure 4.5. In this simulation, only FWHM is varied and an oversampling of 2.5
is used (i.e. FWHM = 2.5*SSI). Other instrument parameters are set according
to Table 4.1. The corresponding NESR of each detector pixel is then computed
using the instrument noise model, enabling us to compute the changing noise levels
with instrument resolution. We note that the number of detector pixels used varies
considerably in this simulation, as they correspond to the window length (275 nm
in the 2.3 µm band) divided by SSI. Thus, FHWM smaller than 0.65 in the 2.3 µm
band would require more than 1000 detector pixels, which can be hard to achieve
from a detector point-of-view, especially at fast readout rates, as required for high
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Figure 4.7: A plot showing precision errors from CH4 retrieval in the 1.6 µm band
(dotted) and the 2.3 µm band (solid) over three distinct surfaces (colored), using
instruments with different FWHM.
spatial resolution. This can preclude very fine spectral resolution if a large spectral
bandwidth is required, which can be beneficial, especially if it allows additional
species to be measured (such as CO2). In addition, at coarser spectral resolution,
the full well capacity of the detector might be reached, which puts an upper limit of
maximum SNR values per detector pixels (maximum SNR of 1000 for a full well
capacity of 106 electrons).
Here, we observe that the precision error is actually not monotonically improving
with finer spectral resolution, as the SNR deteriorates in these cases. For the 2.3
µm band, the optimum is actually around 0.2 nm, which may appear surprising. For
darker surfaces, the precision using a 1 nm resolution can be equal to an instrument
with 0.05nm resolution. Interestingly, the precision errors using the 1.6 µm band
deteriorate much more with increasing FWHM than using the 2.3 µm band. The
reason for this is related to the methane band structure in both windows, as can be
seen in the Jacobians (see Figure 4.5). In the 1.6 µm band, most of the fine-structure
in the P and R branches are lost once the FWHM is coarser than the separation of the
rotational fine-structure, leaving only the Q-branch spectrally distinct, even at lower
spectral resolution. This could also be seen in SCIAMACHY, for which the FWHM
in the 1.6 µm band was relatively low, namely about 1.3 nm (Frankenberg et al.,
2005c). With the loss of spectral fine-structure, the precision deteriorates more
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rapidly as low frequency variations in the Jacobians can be confused with surface
albedo features, thus not directly constraining methane abundances. The situation in
the 2.3 µm band is different as the absorption structures are very different, covering
many more methane features that are irregularly spaced. Thus, some unique bulk
methane absorption features persist even at spectral resolutions as coarse as 10 nm.
In fact, this is the reason methane could be observed with imaging spectrometer at
similar resolutions (Thorpe et al., 2014), enabling high spatial-resolution mapping
from airborne instruments.
Overall, our retrievals in the 2.3 µm band consistently yield lower precision errors
compared to that from the 1.6 µm band. This difference is most highlighted for a
surface with a much higher albedo at 2.3 µm compared to 1.6 µm. This is because
decrease in solar irradiance at 2.3 µm is now compensated for by increased albedos,
resulting in observed radiances to be relatively close to that at 1.6 µm, allowing for
the effect of absorption depth and structure to be the sole driving force for a better
performance. This effect is still seen for most typical surfaces of equal albedos at
both 1.6 and 2.3 µm, where the precision error from the 2.3 µm band is consistently
lower than that from the 1.6 µm regions for instruments with any FWHM. The only
scenario where the retrieval at 1.6 µm could perform better is under an extreme
example where a surface has a much stronger albedo at 1.6 µm compared to at 2.3
µm, and when FWHM is lower than 0.2 nm. These results indicate that the stronger
and broader absorption of CH4 in the 2.3 µm fitting window plays a more dominant
role in the retrieval performance compared to the stronger solar irradiance (and
sometime higher albedo) in the 1.6 µm case. Since the latter condition for a better
performance in the 1.6 µm band is much more unlikely, we focus our following
analysis on the 2.3 µm fitting window.
Spectral Fit and Error Analysis with Various Instruments
Here, we evaluate the instrument performance of hypothetical yet realistic spec-
trometers covering the 2.3 µm range. If we restrict ourselves to the number of
spectral pixels in a fast detector, as used for AVIRIS-NG (480 spectral pixels), we
can achieve a FWHM of around 1.5 nm, minimizing the precision error under the
hard constraint of a limited detector size. It would also still allow for joint retrievals
of CO2 at 2 µm, as envisioned in Strandgren et al. (2020). This resolution allows us
to still resolve significantly more spectral fine-structure than current measurements
at 5 or 10 nm resolution, which often exhibit retrieval interferences with surface
features, as seen in Figure 4.1. Our primary focus here is to quantify the impact of
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Figure 4.8: (A) The observed spectra through the exact same CH4 source over
two different surfaces, construction concrete and vegetation, as observed by an
instrument with FWHM of 1.5 nm, and their best spectral fit. (B) Their associated
spectral residuals and an expected 1-f noise level for the instrument measurement.
spectral resolution on the ability to unequivocally separate surface spectral features
from those in the atmosphere.
To demonstrate the impact of surface reflectance on observed spectra, Figure 4.8A
shows two reflected spectra through the exact same CH4 concentration profile as
observed by the same instrument with FWHM of 1.5 nm, but over a construction
concrete compared to a vegetation surface. Evidently, not only do the observed
spectra change in absolute value, but also their spectral variations are different
within the fitting window, more complex for vegetation than for concrete. This
exemplifies an important role that surface albedo plays in the retrieval, potentially
interfering with the methane absorption lines. To further validate this point, Figure
4.8B shows examples of residuals from best spectral fits for each of these two spectra
using IMAP-DOAS as described in Section 4.3, with a polynomial degree of 11. The
noise level indicates the theoretical 1-f noise level, expected from the instrument. In
panel A, these residuals are hardly visible as they are close to the noise level. Clearly,
the fit quality is different between the two surfaces as evidenced by a higher residual
for reflected sunlight from the vegetation surface compared to a sample construction
concrete. However, differences are subtle and might not be detectable if noise level
are high or fewer detector pixels available. In practice, given an observed spectrum,
our retrieval needs to differentiate the atmospheric feature from the surface feature
in order to obtain the best estimate of methane enhancement with minimal bias and
precision error. The performance of the retrieval will be influenced by the observing
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Figure 4.9: Plots showing a range of biases that occur over 100 randomly sampled
surfaces when different FWHM, SSI, and polynomial degrees are used.
In this section, we performed the retrieval error analysis for different instrument
parameters namely the FWHM and exposure (integration) times. Since the surface
albedo is another important factor in the retrieval performance as shown in Figure
4.8, we also explored using different degrees in the polynomial terms in our forward
model (see section 4.3), as a large number of polynomial degrees is required to
capture the effect of surface albedo spectral variability (e.g. a polynomial degree
of 11 still caused subtle yet systematic residuals for vegetation). For a given choice
of instrument specification and polynomial degree, the IMAP-DOAS algorithm
is performed to predict the column methane concentration, and thereby derive
error estimates. We kept the true methane concentration fixed to a given vertical
profile near the source emission with a flux rate of 200 kg h−1. First, to illustrate
potential bias that could arise from a variety of surfaces in real-world scenarios, we
randomly selected 100 surfaces from our database and used each of them as a surface
underlying the CH4 column. By retrieving the observed radiance using different
instrument FWHM and different number of polynomial degrees, we analyzed the
range of resulting biases for each case. The bias distribution across the 100 surfaces
are shown in Figure 4.9. When a polynomial degree of 5 is used in our retrieval, the
range of biases observed is (-0.2,0.8)mole m−2, compared to just within (-0.15,0.15)
and (-0.02,0.02)mole m−2 with a polynomial degree of 11 and 25, respectively. This
result suggests that some surfaces interfere strongly with the retrieval, leading to
very high biases when a low number of polynomial degrees is used, as this causes
a forward model error. This implies that the use of a higher polynomial degree has
a significant consequence in minimizing the bias in our retrieval results, especially
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whenwe have no prior information about surfaces in the vicinity of emission sources.
A polynomial degree of about 25 seems to capture most, but not all, surface effects.
However, an instrument such as AVIRIS(-NG) only has 26 (52) detector pixels
covering the entire fitting window, thus not allowing us to use such high polynomial
degrees as it would render the problem under-determined. This clearly illustrates the
problem in separating surface and atmospheric features at coarse spectral resolutions,
as the problem becomes increasingly ill-posed with coarser spectral resolution. This
is an integral part in obtaining reliable detection and quantification of local methane
sources at a global scale, as is also shown later in Section 4.4. In general, an
instrument with smaller FWHM leads to smaller observed biases as expected by
its ability to capture more high-frequency CH4 absorption features. Furthermore,
with an SSI of FWHM/2.5, biases using higher polynomial degrees show a smaller
range compared to the case with an SSI=FWHM, as surface features are harder
to discern if atmospheric features are not oversampled. In the following analyses,
we therefore primarily show the results from the case of SSI=FWHM/2.5, unless
otherwise stated. This also fulfills the Nyquist sampling requirement for typical
atmospheric retrievals, which might sometime involve spectral shifts. The impact
of spectral shifts is ignored here, but would be another reason for both oversampling
and higher spectral resolution.
Next, we investigated how the precision error varies with instrument parameters such
as FWHM and the exposure (integration) time. While FWHM governs the shape
of the methane Jacobians, the exposure time is an important factor determining
potential spatial resolution and SNR. Figure 4.10 shows this relationship using a
fixed exposure time of 20 ms with varying polynomial degrees on panel A and with
fixed polynomial degree (25) and varying exposure time in panel B.Other parameters
are set according to Table 4.1, and the underlying surface is a construction concrete
(albedo index 1 in Figure 4.3). If we vary the polynomial degree, the impact on
precision is negligible for FWHM<0.5 nm, very small for FWHM<1.5 nm, but
diverging for FWHM>2 nm. The reason for this effect is that the polynomial degree
determines which spectral variations can be purely attributed to methane and which
might be caused by surface features, which eliminates its use to constrain methane.
At fine spectral resolution, the methane fit is mainly driven by the atmospheric
high frequency structure. Thus, the polynomial degree plays no significant role.
At coarser spectral resolution, most atmospheric features are blurred and can be
partially confused with the surface, causing a divergence of the precision error with
increasing FWHM.A 1.5 nm FWHM still allows us to sample sufficient atmospheric
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Figure 4.10: (A) Precision error as a function of instrument FWHM for different
numbers of polynomial degrees used in the retrieval (with exposure time of 20 ms).
(B) Precision error as a function of instrument FWHM for different exposure times
(with polynomial degree of 25).
fine-structure tominimize the impact of surface interferences andwill achieve sub-%
precision error for a wide range of exposure times.
If we vary exposure times, the precision error decreases with the increase of the
exposure time as the device can collect more photons resulting in an overall stronger
signal. There exists a range of FWHM values that minimizes the precision error for
each exposure time. Generally, the range lies between 0.1 - 0.3 nm. At low exposure
times, readout noise becomes increasingly important and leads to a larger precision
change when exposure times are varied. Thus, it is vital that an appropriate value
of FWHM is chosen in order to achieve low precision error while we use a high
degree of polynomial such as 25 in our retrieval to simultaneously reduce the bias
from surface interferences. It is interesting to note that the FWHM with the best
precision moves towards higher FWHM with decreasing exposure times, being a
consequence of the increasing role of readout noise at the detector.
For example, using FWHM of 1.5 nm and exposure time of 25 ms, a precision
error of 0.007 mole m−2 can be achieved, which is about 1% of the background
total column amount of 0.7 mole m−2. In low-earth orbit with a satellite speed of
7 km s−1, 25ms corresponds to a spatial resolution of 175m. Spacecraft nodding
would allow us to slow down the effective ground-speed by about a factor 10,
rendering a 1% total column precision for <20m spatial resolution feasible from
space using existing fast-readout SWIR detectors. This would be equivalent to
measuring a pure methane layer of only 0.16 mm thickness.
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Figure 4.11: A nadir view of a simulated CH4 plume from the LESwith a prescribed
flux rate of 200 kg h−1. The background wind speed is 4 m s−1 along the x-axis.
2-D Retrieval over Realistic Surfaces
In the previous section, we analyzed the impact of surface interferences and instru-
ment specifications on the quality of the CH4 retrieval. The choice of parameters
such as FWHM, exposure time, and the number of polynomial degrees leads to
significantly different precision errors and biases. These errors in each retrieval
column ultimately affect the detection and quantification of CH4 source in 2-D
scenes observed over various geographical areas across the globe. In this section,
we illustrate how the retrieved CH4 plume appears using different instruments and
retrieval choices.
Occurrence of False Positives and False Negatives
To explore the 2-D pattern of a retrieved methane plume over a variety of realistic
surfaces, we overlaid an LES simulated CH4 plume on top of a checkerboard-
styled land consisting of 30 surfaces. We then apply the instrument kernel and
IMAP-DOAS algorithm to retrieve column CH4 pixel by pixel across the 2-D scene.
A combination of FWHM of 1.5 and 5.0 nm, with an SSI of FWHM/2.5, and
polynomial degrees of 5, 11, 25, and 50 are adopted. A case of SSI=FWHM is also
used for a FWHM of 5.0 nm, being equivalent to the AVIRIS-NG instrument. The
emission rate of the CH4 source is equal to 200 kg h−1. The spatial distribution of
the true CH4 distribution is shown in Figure 4.11, showing local enhancements that
can exceed 10% of the total background atmospheric column. The corresponding
retrievals under different surfaces and instrument scenarios are shown in Figure
4.12. The deviation of predicted CH4 from the true column value in each pixel is a
combination of precision error and bias. In this result, the overall mean enhancement
that emerges over each surface type in contrast to the true plume in Figure 4.11 could
be interpreted as retrieval bias, while the presence of a speckle-like texture over each
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surface can be viewed as the retrieval precision error driven by instrument noise for
a given surface albedo (larger for dark surfaces). Meanwhile, the bias is related to
systematic shift in the retrieved methane column enhancement from the true value
due to surface interference in resolving the methane absorption features. In general,
based on the visualization in these 2-D plots, the more the retrieved enhancement
scene resemble the true CH4 concentration map, the better the performance of the
instrument and retrieval is. Specifically, when a low polynomial degree of 5 was
used in the retrieval, we observed significant retrieval biases (both positive and
negative) over various surfaces. Evidently, these biases can act to deceive the true
location and enhancement of actual methane plume, especially if the surfaces have
elongated shapes like a plume (not like a checkerboard here). As the number of
polynomial degrees in the retrieval increases, the level of biases decreases over the
scene enabling the actual methane plume enhancement to be better identified. This
is also manifested in the reduced j2 values which describe how well an observed
spectrum was fitted (the smaller, the better). As shown in Figure 4.13, the value
of reduced j2 drops from 5 to become increasingly closer to 1 when a polynomial
degree is changed from 5 to 11, 25, and 50. We note that the 10 surfaces in the
bottom row of this checkerboard-styled tile from left to right are the 10 surfaces with
their albedo spectral variations shown earlier in Figure 4.3. The Pink Quartzite (6Cℎ
on the list of these 10 surfaces) is an extreme case where we see an unusually strong
variation near 2.2 µm, resulting in a persisting bias even at a polynomial degree of
25. Nevertheless, generally when a polynomial degree of 25 is used, most of the
biases across surfaces seem to disappear, but surprisingly complex surfaces such as
Quartzite can occur across various natural landscapes and human-made surfaces in
cities.
At the same time, using higher polynomial degrees result in higher precision errors
as can be seen from the speckle-like texture in the retrieved scene. To illustrate how
precision deteriorates as we increase the polynomial degree for a given instrument
FWHM, Figure 4.14 shows the rise in precision errorwhen using polynomial degrees
of 50, 25, and 11 relative to using the polynomial degree of 5. We can clearly see
that precision error deteriorates with a higher polynomial degree, particularly at
coarser FWHM. This is consistent with what we observed earlier. Based on this
analysis, we found that using an instrument with a FWHMof 1.5 nm would allow for
higher polynomial degrees such as 25 to be utilized with a relatively small increase
in precision error. For an instrument with a FWHM of 5 nm, using a polynomial






























































































































































































































































































Figure 4.12: Retrieved CH4 column over 30 different surfaces with varying instru-
ment scenarios. The first row shows the results for an instrument with FWHM of
1.5 nm, while the second row shows the results for an instrument with FWHM of
5.0 nm. Both the first and second rows have SSI=FWHM/2.5. The third row shows
the results for an instrument with FWHM of 5.0 nm and SSI=FWHM. The biases







































































































































































































































































Figure 4.13: A plot showing the values of reduced j2 from the retrieval of different
instrument FWHM and polynomial degrees. As the polynomial degree becomes
higher, the reduced j2 decreases, implying a better spectral fit.
potential problems that could occur when complex surface albedo features exist. The
main physical reason for the deterioration of precision for low spectral resolution

























































































































































































































Figure 4.14: The increase in precision errors when the polynomial degrees of 50,
25, and 11 are used as compared to the polynomial degree of 5 case. The increase
is computed for a given FWHM and SSI according to each row.
a hard a priori constraint that only spectrally smooth surfaces exist. The retrieval
itself then attributes some of the broad-band variations in the methane Jacobian to
be only attributable to changes in methane, not surface albedos, thus providing a
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tighter constraint on the methane abundances. For higher resolution instruments,
most of the information content for methane is located within the fine-structure of
the methane absorption lines and less on the broad-band variations, causing a much
smaller increase in the precision errors if higher polynomial degrees are used.
These results indicate that a narrow FWHM (such as 1.5 nm) and a high number of
polynomial degree (at least 25) are needed to reduce both precision errors and biases
due to surface interference. This way we can obtain a higher-quality retrieved scene
in order to effectively identify and quantify emission sources over the majority of the
surfaces. If low polynomials are used, high biases are likely to occur over certain
surface types. These can cause false positives or negatives in the observational
systems, complicating the analysis of the locations and the emission rates of the
CH4 sources. This can cause a significant problem for both human analysts as well
as AI models (Jongramrungruang et al., 2021 (in review)) that rely on the spatial
distribution of observed enhancement to make predictions.
To further show an example over a real-world high emission area, we queried a
realistic surface distribution over a well pad in the Durango area, Colorado from
LANDSAT.At each location, this dataset provides surface albedos at thewavelengths
of 0.48, 0.56, 0.65, 0.87, 1.61, and 2.20 µm. The RGB image of this particular
location and its corresponding albedo near 2.2 µm are shown in Figure 4.15. Based
on the albedos in the 7 bands available in this LANDSAT scene at each pixel,
we found the best matching surface in our high-solution surface database from the
ECOSTRESS spectral library. We used this surface to simulate a semi-realistic
CH4 scene with an emission emerging from the ground in the vicinity of a well
pad. The retrieved CH4 enhancement is shown in Figure 4.16. Once again, when
an instrument with FWHM of 5.0 nm is used in conjunction with a low polynomial
degree of 5, high biases occur over most surfaces across the area. In particular,
oil shale and sandstone are the two surfaces that exhibit strong surface interference
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Figure 4.15: RGB and 2.2 µm albedo images of a realistic surface distribution in the
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Figure 4.16: Retrieved CH4 column over a well pad in the Durango area, Colorado
area with varying instrument FWHM and polynomial degrees in the retrieval. The
realistic surface distribution is based on LANDSAT data. The use of the polynomial
degree of 25 and FWHM of 1.5 nm can reduce biases and precision error over this
scene.
as observed in Figure 4.16(F). Evidently, the resulting bias occurs at a level that
dwarfs the true plume enhancement rendering it impossible to identify the location
of the emission sources, let alone the ability to obtain an accurate quantification
of total emission in the area. However, by using a higher polynomial degree of
25, the biases across surfaces is greatly reduced, albeit with slightly higher noise.
Nonetheless, this noise is reduced when FWHM decreases from 5.0 nm to 1.5 nm.
We note that this reduction in precision error, when we decrease the instrument with
a FWHM from 5.0 to 1.5 nm, could be even more apparent over some other surfaces
with lower albedos compared to the ones in this scene. Visually, we can already
see that the actual CH4 plume in terms of its location and strength can be much
more easily identified and distinguished from the surface artefacts with the FWHM
of 1.5 nm and polynomial degree 25. This finding demonstrates how achieving low
bias and precision error in the observation and the retrieval process across diverse
surfaces profoundly benefit the detection and quantification of true CH4 sources.
This analysis provides an insight on how future instruments can be designed to
enable an effective and accurate CH4 source detection and quantification across the
globe. In the next section, we further illustrate retrieval performance when a local
CH4 plume of various emission rates is observed by an instrument with a higher
spatial resolution such as 30m.
Effect of Spatial Resolutions and Flux Rates
In the previous section, we have shown a 2-D retrieved scene assuming that an
observing instrument has a spatial resolution of 5m. In this section, we repeated
the 2-D scene retrieval analysis with a spatial resolution of 30m by averaging the
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Figure 4.17: A plot similar to Figure 4.16, but at 30m resolution. Retrieved CH4
column over a well pad in the Durango area, Colorado area with varying instrument
FWHM and polynomial degrees in the retrieval. The realistic surface distribution
is based on LANDSAT data. The use of the polynomial degree of 25 and FWHM
of 1.5 nm can reduce biases and precision errors across the scene.
spatial resolution prior to applying an instrument operator. We present this analysis
with this design consideration for the 30-m spatial resolution and the exposure time
of 40 ms to evaluate the potential of future spectrometers on-board satellites in the
coming years. The 2-D scenes retrieved at 30-m spatial resolution by instruments
of different FWHM and polynomial degrees are illustrated in Figure 4.17. The
choice of FWHM of 1.5 nm and a polynomial degree of 25 remains very effective
in removing surface biases across the scene and the location of CH4 plume can
be distinguished. It is important to note, however, that the retrieved CH4 column
concentration near the source pixels becomes more diluted as the spatial resolution
decreases. This is because the local CH4 plume distribution at an emission rate such
as 200 kg hr−1 varies greatly on scales of just a few meters. Having demonstrated
that an instrument with a FWHM of 1.5 nm and a polynomial degree of 25 can
significantly reduce precision error and biases due to surface interference, we use
this setup to investigate how the 2-D retrieved scenes look like for sources of
different emission rates to understand the lower limit of CH4 emission rates that can
potentially still be detected.
The retrieved scenes for CH4 emission rates from 50 to 2000 kg h−1 are shown in
Figure 4.18, and the corresponding scenes showing the ratio of retrieved methane
concentration and precision error in each pixel are given in Figure 4.19. The ratio,
=, of pixel enhancement to precision error represents a =−f probability event that
this pixel enhancement would have randomly happened, purely due to noise, in
the absence of a true CH4. A ratio value above 4 would imply that there is only
a probability of lower than 1 in 15000 that this would happen by chance due to
random noise. Thus the ratio of 4 can be a simple and useful metric to imply where
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Figure 4.18: Retrieved CH4 column over a well pad in the Durango area, Colorado
area for plumes of various emission rates. The spatial resolution is 30 m, the
instrument FWHM is 1.5 nm, and the polynomial degree in the retrieval is 1.5. The
realistic surface distribution is based on LANDSAT data. Column enhancement
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Figure 4.19: Ratio of retrieved CH4 excess column divided by the posterior precision
error, over a simulated scene in the Durango area, Colorado area for plumes of
various emission rates. The spatial resolution is 30m, the instrument FWHM is
1.5 nm, and the polynomial degree in the retrieval is 25. The realistic surface
distribution is based on LANDSAT data. Ratios higher than 4 imply a probability
of lower than 1 in 15000 that the pixel enhancement happens by random noise.
detection can still be possible for plumeswith emission rates as low as approximately
50-100 kg h−1.
4.5 Conclusion
We built an end-to-end modeling framework that can simulate radiances from re-
flected sunlight through methane plumes over a variety of surfaces. In this study, we
simulated a realistic 3-D CH4 concentration field from a point source using an LES,
and varied the underlying surfaces where the emission occurs using a comprehen-
sive surface albedo database from the ECOSTRESS spectral library consisting of
over 2000 surface types. The observed radiances and their noise-equivalent spectral
radiance for various instrument configurations are modelled directly as a function
of incoming radiance and instrument parameters such as the FWHM of the line-
shape function and integration time, without having to prescribe the SNR a priori.
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Based on the modelled radiance, we applied the IMAP-DOAS algorithm to retrieve
methane column enhancements.
We compared the tradeoff between the two most frequently used fitting windows
for CH4 in the 1.6 and 2.3 µm ranges. Our analysis has shown that despite a
higher solar radiance near 1.6 µm, the stronger absorption feature of CH4 near
2.3 µm leads to a consistently lower precision error for the 2.3 µm fitting band.
The rare occasion of a 1.6 µm fitting window outperforming the 2.3 µm retrieval
band happens only when both FWHM is lower than 0.2 nm and simultaneously a
surface in consideration has a much higher albedo near 1.6 compared to 2.3 µm.
For the purpose of building an instrument to detect methane emission accurately
at sufficiently fine spatial resolutions across most global surfaces, we believed that
the 2.3 µm band can perform better and should be prioritized in most scenarios.
We primarily considered the fitting window in the 2120−2395 nm range to study
the impact of instrument parameters and retrieval choices on the retrieval bias and
precision error.
To highlight the impact of surface interferences, the number of polynomial degrees
is varied in the IMAP-DOAS retrieval experiments. This framework allows us to
derive the corresponding precision error and bias when different sets of instrument
parameters and the number of polynomial degrees are used in the retrieval of
CH4 column concentration. Our analysis shows that the number of polynomial
degrees used to represent surface spectral variations in the retrieval algorithm has a
significant impact on the bias of the retrieved methane columns causing a positive
bias as large as 0.8 mole m−2 for retrieval with a polynomial degree of 5 compared
to 0.2 and only 0.02 mole m−2 for degrees of 11 and 25, respectively, across the
majority of surfaces. Using a higher polynomial degree, however, is found to
simultaneously increase precision error for methane retrieval as this relaxes the
constraints on possible methane absorption contribution in spectral variations of the
observed radiance. This is particularly evident at FWHM greater than 2 nm. Thus,
using an instrument with a lower FWHM such as 1.5 nmwill allow for a high number
of polynomial terms to be used while inducing a smaller deterioration in precision
error. For example, we found that an instrument with FWHM of 1.5 nm and the
exposure time of 20 ms can achieve a precision error of less than 0.007 mole m−2
(or less than 1.0% of the total column in the atmosphere) over a typical construction
concrete surface with an albedo of 0.35, even when a polynomial degree of 25 is
used.
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Having low bias in the retrieval is integral to removing correlated surface features
in the retrieval enhancement map. These surface features from retrieval errors
likely appear as false positives and subsequently cause significant impacts on the
detection and quantification of true CH4 sources. To demonstrate the significance
of surface interferences, we used a realistic surface distribution over a well pad from
the Durango area, Colorado, as a background surface with an LES methane plume
of 200 kg h−1 to create a synthetic emission in a real world environment. Our results
illustrated that when an instrument of high FWHM (such as 5 nm) is used with a
low polynomial degree (such as 5), a large retrieval bias appears broadly across the
2-D scene. These interferences occur severely over surfaces such as oil shale and
sandstone, resulting in difficulties to clearly distinguish a true plume from areas of
systematic biases. Nevertheless, by using a lower FWHM value such as 1.5 nm
and the polynomial degree of at least 25, we have illustrated the ability to obtain
low retrieval bias across the entire scene and to effectively differentiate the source
location from the background. We also repeated the 2-D retrieval analysis for 30-m
spatial resolution by averaging the radiance per unit area from 5 m2 to 30 m2, and
adjusted the exposure time to 40ms which could be achievable for future satellites.
Again, our results have shown that using FWHM of 1.5 nm and a polynomial
degree of 25 plays a crucial role in resolving surface features and removing false
positives, ultimately enabling the ability to distinguish the true emission location.
In the absence of bias, the ratio of retrieved column enhancement and the retrieval
precision error in our retrieved 2-D scenes indicates that it might be possible to
detect a CH4 emission source with a flux rate as low as 50-100 kg h−1.
This study highlights the effect of changing instrument FWHM, exposure times, and
the polynomial degree on minimizing retrieval errors. The FWHM and exposure
time are intrinsic to how a spectrometer is designed, as opposed to describing a
spatial resolution which depends on external factors such as the viewing geometry
and the speed of a remote-sensing platform. Further studies will be required to
translate how these variables are implemented into an observing system that can
achieve specific spatial resolutions of interest. Additional considerations such as
the device saturation constraint will also influence the ultimate achievable exposure
time for a newly designed instrument. Our end-to-end simulator that includes an
instrument model and retrieval can be generalized to study the performance of future
instruments with specific engineering requirements.
The findings in this study can inform future satellite instrument designs and the
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retrieval algorithm in order to have robust observations capable of separating real
plumes from surface interference. Reducing both bias and precision error can
have a profound benefit both for manual analysis by humans and for automated
plume detection models such as an Artificial Neural Network approach. This will
enable the analytic chain to have a higher accuracy and level of confidence detecting
and quantifying more subtle methane sources from observed scenes across large
geographical areas.
The modelling framework in this work could also be generalized to improve the
detection and quantification of CO2, with minor modifications on a different fitting
window and a different magnitude of flux rate in the emission simulations.
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C h a p t e r 5
CONCLUSIONS
This thesis presents novel methods to achieve an accurate and automated detection
and quantification of methane point source emissions from remote-sensing mea-
surements. It solves the two most significant problems that exist in using retrieved
methane column enhancement to locate and quantify individual emission point
sources across large geographical areas: wind speed uncertainties and appearances
of retrieval interferences from surface spectral variations.
In Chapter 2, we first show that a realistic LES modeling is much more appropriate
than simple Gaussian plume assumptions for optimizing flux inversions for individ-
ual point sources based on retrieved methane column enhancement distributions.
We thus use LES to simulate realistic plume distributions evolving in time and space
from a point source of different flux rates under various background wind speeds and
surface heat fluxes. This allows us to generate synthetic 2-D airborne observations
based on the AVIRIS-NG column averaging kernel and precision estimate to study
the relationship between the 2-D plume shape, the flux rates, and the wind speeds.
Our analysis shows that the angular width of the plume negatively correlates with
the wind speed, allowing us to deduce the wind speed from the plume shape itself.
Based on the connection between plume shape and wind speed, together with the
integrated methane enhancement (IME) over the plume, we can infer the source
flux rate based solely on an observed snapshot of the plume since it provides both
the IME and the spatial distribution of the column enhancements. This enables
the quantification of the source emission rate directly from a plume image without
relying on any ancillary data such as local wind speed measurements. Our error
analysis of this method applied on randomly generated snapshots of various flux
rates in the range of 10–1000 kg h−1 showed an error of around 30% on average
for an individual point-source estimate. We also performed an error analysis for
aggregated flux estimates from 30 plumes by using bootstrap sampling, and found
the aggregation error estimate to be in the range of less than 10%. This provides a
significant improvement from other preexisting approaches that rely on wind data,
for which reliable meteorological reanalysis data might not be available at high spa-
tial resolution everywhere. In this chapter, we demonstrate the ability to estimate
flux rates of methane point sources based solely on the remotely sensed column
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methane enhancement without the need for ground measurements or weather re-
analysis data. The results in Chapter 2 provided insights that the morphology of
methane plumes, as observed from remote sensing images, contains useful informa-
tion about the background wind speed during the observations, which, in turn, is a
critical component of predicting accurate flux estimates.
In Chapter 3, we go beyond just a simple IME and plume angular width to utilize the
full spatial structure of the plume morphology such that emission rates are predicted
at even higher accuracy, as well as in a more automated manner. To achieve this,
we develop a customized CNN model, named MethaNet, that maps 2-D plume
images and their corresponding source emission rates under various wind speed
conditions. The training data are derived from realistic plume simulation using LES
and realistic retrieval noise fromAVIRIS-NGfield observations. Our simulatedCH4
images represent a diverse set of realistic plumes of various emission rates between
0-2000 kg h−1 in different landscapes ranging from urban, desert to agriculture
areas. The predictions of emission rates by MethaNet on unseen plumes has a
mean absolute percentage error of approximately 17% for plumes with emission
rates above 40 kg h−1. For smaller plumes with emission rates under 40 kg h−1, the
model appears to be less accurate under a situation where the background noise is
higher and spatially correlated. Under such scenarios, systematic background noise
can interfere with the small methane enhancements. If we also account for small
plumes, themodel can still predict with an error of approximately 22%. This level of
performance for quantifying methane emission rate is a state-of-the-art achievement
for an approach that does not rely on wind speed information. An independent
test on a controlled release experiment data over Victorville, CA, also validates a
consistent prediction performance forMethaNetwithin one standard deviation in real
observations. While we trained our CNNmodel on predicting plume emission rates
from observations at a spatial resolution of 5 m from an airborne instrument such
as AVIRIS-NG, our general modelling framework can be applicable to observations
at different spatial resolution and instrument sensitivity. For a new instrument at
different spatial resolution, the model should be retrained using new training data
by applying the new instrument column averaging kernel to the LES 3-D output to
generate a new dataset of 2-D plume scenes that would be observed under such an
instrument. The error characteristics of the new instrument measurements should
also be incorporated to inform the choice of noise characteristics in the simulated
plume images used in the training process. Our analyses in Chapter 3 also found
that high and correlated noise from the retrieval process due to surface interferences
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can greatly affect the predictions of smaller methane plumes. This hints to an
important aspect, namely the need to develop instruments and methods to minimize
and randomize retrieval noise such that a predictivemodel on retrieved plume images
can perform optimally. This crucial problem is at the heart of the study in Chapter
4.
In Chapter 4, we perform a comprehensive instrument trade-off analysis to study the
level of retrieval precision errors and biases that are incurred from using different
instrument spectral resolutions, optical performance and detector exposure times,
as well as different numbers of polynomial degrees to capture the surface spectral
variations in the retrieval process. We build an end-to-end modeling framework
that can simulate radiances from reflected sunlight through methane plumes over
a variety of surfaces. The observed radiances and their noise-equivalent spectral
radiance for various instrument configurations are modelled directly as a function of
incoming radiance and instrument parameters such as the FWHM of the lineshape
function and integration time, without having to prescribe the SNR a priori. Based
on the modelled radiance, we apply the IMAP-DOAS algorithm to retrieve methane
column enhancements and derive the resulting precision errors and biases. Using
this model, we arrive at various important findings. First, we compare the tradeoff
between the two most frequently used fitting windows for CH4 in the 1.6 and 2.3 µm
ranges and show that the 2.3 µm band can perform better and should be prioritized
in most scenarios. Second, we find that very high biases occur when a low number
of polynomial degrees such as 5 is used, whereas the use of a higher polynomial
degree such as 25 has a significant consequence in minimizing the bias in our
retrieval results, especially when we have no prior information about surfaces in the
vicinity of emission sources. Third, using a higher polynomial degree is found to
simultaneously increase precision error for methane retrieval, particularly at FWHM
of greater than 2 nm. Thus, using an instrument with a lower FWHM such as 1.5 nm
will allow for a high number of polynomial terms to be used while inducing a
smaller deterioration in precision error. For example, we find that an instrument
with FWHM of 1.5 nm and the exposure time of 20 ms can achieve a precision
error of less than 0.007 mole m−2 (or less than 1.0% of the total column in the
atmosphere) over a typical construction concrete surface with an albedo of 0.35,
even when a polynomial degree of 25 is used. To demonstrate the significance of
our findings towards differentiating actual methane plumes from false positives, we
create a synthetic emission in a real world environment by using a realistic surface
distribution over awell pad from theDurango area, Colorado as a background surface
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with an LES methane plume of 200 kg h−1. By using a lower FWHM value such as
1.5 nm and the polynomial degree of at least 25, we illustrated the ability to obtain
low retrieval bias across most surfaces and to effectively differentiate the source
location from the background. This highlights the effect of changing instrument
FWHM, exposure times and the polynomial degree on minimizing retrieval errors.
The findings in this chapter can inform future satellite instrument designs and the
retrieval algorithm in order to have robust observations capable of separating real
plume enhancements from surface interferences. The methods we have developed
in Chapter 2, 3, and 4 can also be generalized to CO2 emissions such as those from
power plants with minor modifications on a different fitting window, a change in the
instrument column averaging kernel used to simulate total column enhancement,
and a different range of flux rates in the emission simulations.
Together, these results provide a framework for accurately and effectively identifying
and quantifyingCH4 point sources based on remote-sensing observations which will
become increasingly available across the globe. A path towards the future of a global
monitoring system with accurate and automated methane emissions detection and
quantification is made open, and that future is not far away.
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